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Seattile has been ~-an!<ed number one

ar»ong places to live .(Money Magazine)

and to do business (Foi°tune. Magazine)

Seattle is number four fn the nation for'

sales at eatingand drinkinaestiablishments

QSeattle has some of the pw est drinking
water in the nation.

i
Seattle is the undisputed espressocapitll

of America, leading the gourmet coffee

trend and boasting. espresso carts and cof-

fee shops throughout the city:

QSeaccle is 44th in the list of U.S. cities by
rainfall amounts, end has less rain each

year chin Atl~n~a, Houston, Boston, New

Yorl<, Phlladclphia, and Washington, D.C.

Wasf~ingcon state fisheeman harvest

~ more than 2.5 billion pounds offish and

seafood annually—more chin half the

U.S. catch.

Seattle has been ranked as best-in-the-

Wescfor manners, and #2 In the Hatton.

Seattleites buy more sunglasses per capi~a

than any other city in the nation.

Seaccle Metro Transit system was voted #

t~-ansic system in the U.S.

I The En~ployceAssis~lnce Professional<

Association will hold the 24th Annual

Conference in Seatde,Washington,

November 12-15; l 995 at the Seattle

Convention Centel-.

~,
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

The Evolution of Employee Assistance
by George E Cobbs, Jr., CEAP, EAPA President

The EA professional's role in the work-
place has been constantly evolving.
As the workplace faces new chal-

lenges, the role of the EA professional often
must expand that much and more.

` In today's troubled society, the worl<-
place has become the potential stage for vio-
lence or the threat of violence. Just last
month, we saw a disgruntled employee kill
five people in a business in Corpus Christi,
Texas, before turning the gun on himself. Last
year, we saw that scenario play itself out in
the case of the 101 California Street incident
where a disgruntled client entered the work-
place and Killed himself as well as several
others, including the mother of an infant.

The EA professional is a natural
resource for developing corporate strategies
for dealing with this issue. This is just one
more reason why companies should have
an EA program.

The Social Benefits of
Employee Assistance

Although society has as yet been
unable to gauge how much workplace vio-
lence stems from domestic violence, logic
would indicate that there is a strong con-
nection between the two. You'll read on
page 28 that the Harvard School of Public
Health is surveying EAPA members to deter-
mine how domestic violence is affecting the
work force. We are proud that Harvard has
recognized the valuable information our
members acquire through their daily work.

EAPA members know that EA profes-
sionals have been dealing with domestic
violence for many years. In many cases,
domestic violence has resulted in low pro-
ductivity on the job. But we know, too, that
domestic violence affects other employees
in the workplace. Once a case of domestic
violence becomes Known by other employ-
ees, they often fear for their own safety. For
example, I heard of one case in which an
employee was the victim of domestic vio-
lence, was off from work for two weeks,
reconciled with the significant other, and
was about to return to work. But, other
employees were adamantly opposed to her
returning to the workplace. Right or wrong,
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these are complex issues that must be dealt
with properly. I can't imagine how any
company can effectively manage its work
force without the assistance of an EA pro-
fessional.

Federal Legislation

New federal legislation, such as the
Department of Transportation (DOT) regula-
tions, offers another evolving area of influ-
ence for EA professionals. Certified EA pro-
fessionals may qualify as substance abuse
professionals (SAPs), provided they have the
required knowledge and experience in
diagnosing and treating alcohol and drug-
related disorders.

In support of potential SAPS and those
EA professionals who want to provide DOT-
related support, EAPA sponsored aone-day
workshop in March; the pilot was intended
to gauge the level of interest in such train-
ing. The response was overwhelming. Not
only did we fill all the slots for the first ses-
sion, but also we had a waiting list that
could have filled another workshop. Best of
all, the response from attendees was very,
very positive. Thanks to the presenters, and
especially Dodie Gill, CEAP, for a job well
done. I hope this training will soon become
available to EAPA chapters across the country.

Lightening the Load

I'd now like to address one more
important issue. You've heard me comment
many times about the excellent staff that
works for EAPA. Sylvia Straub has already
done a tremendous job of keeping the EAPA
Board within the confines of the new bud-
get. She also has kept her staff abreast of all
Board activities.

As we went to the 23rd Annual
Conference in Boston, we were operating
with just half the staff we had last year.
Although we have added a few new people,
we have also added new and important
functions, particularly in the accounting
area. Despite our new additions, we are still
very short-staffed.

The current staff has been downright
courageous in their efforts to support us.

They work weekends and very. long hours
into the night so that EAPA can continue to
support its members. The downside of these
efforts, however, is that we risk staff burnout
if we don't take some steps to make the
worldoad more reasonable.

Because of our lack of finances, we are
not in a position to hire additional staff,
even temporarily. Our only alternative
seems to be to look for ways we can limit
some activities until we completely correct
the financial deficit. Most people who
attended our annual business meeting in
Boston were in favor of this approach. If
there are recommendations for other ways
to handle this problem, please send me
your comments.

Before closing, i would like to extend a
special thanks to Tamara Cagney, CEAP, for
graciously volunteering one week of her
valuable time to help the national office
review applications for the next CEAP
exam. Her continuing leadership and gen-
erosity should be recognized by all EAPA
members. C~

f ~' to-Ibis



Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Clients?

Choose -PRIDE.
In extensive outcome studies conducted by researchers from
Yale iJniversity and the University of Pennsylvania, lesbian and
gay patients treated at the Pride Institute re-enter society with a
greater likelihood for long-term sobriety than lesbian and gay
patients treated in mainstream programs.
Founded eight years and 3,000 graduates ago, Pride Institute is
the nation's first and only JCAHO accredited alcohol and drug
treatment center devoted exclusively to lesbian, gay and
bisexual patients. In addition to our 12-step based program,
Pride Institute patients heal from shame/low self-esteem,
HIV/Aids related stress and grief and self-destructive behavior.

Pride Institute now also offers a 
PRIDE INSTI'T'UTEpsychiatric. program to treat:

• Depression
• Sexual addictionlcompulsivity
• Survivors of abuse
• Eating disorders

Pride Institute patients For information, please Call
leave ready to live a healthy, .~ ~ 8O 0 - 54 - P R 1 D Eproductive lifestyle.

1-800-DIAL GAY

Pride Institute offers competitively priced
managed care and corporate rates.
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Headquarters Welcomes Old Friends,
N eve P rod ects
by Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer

Welcome to Joni Reed Cooley,
CEAP, EAPA's new director of
the Certification Department.

Joni comes to EAPA from Medco/PPC. In
addition to her EA program work, Joni has
considerable administrative and marl<et-
ing experience. She joins Diane Harp,
who is the Certification Department
Assistant.

Before Joni came on board April 10,
Tamara Cagney worked side-by-side for a
week with staff to check eligibility of can-
didates for the May exam. Tamara gener-
ously volunteered her time and experi-
ence, and the staff enjoyed having her
here. In addition to helping check certifi-
cation eligibility, Tamara made presenta-
tions to staff on current trends in the
health care field and implications for the
employee assistance profession. She was
also asked to sit in on meetings to plan
new projects. Many thanks, Tamara!

One such new project is an adden-
dum to the Consultants Directory. The
addendum will list those CEAPs who seif-
identify as substance abuse professionals
(SAPs). This addendum is being prepared
in response to numerous requests from
Department of Transportation (DOT) regu-
lated business organizations and individu-
als who are seeking information about
qualified SAPS. EAPA will aggressively
market the directory and addendum to
organizations affected by the DOT regula-
tions. The addendum will be available
June 1, 1995.

Better Processes

We continue to make progress on
establishing systems, financial and other-
wise, to make national office operations
smoother. Finance Department staff have
systematized processes for collecting
accounts receivable. Ruth Maupin sends a
second notice with a finance charge of
1.5% for each month a payment is late,
and if there is no response to the notice,
she begins phoning organizations and
individuals. Ruth reports to Sheree
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Clayton and me each month on the
receivables paid and those still to be paid.
By the time you read this, the third quarter
financial report will be out, and we will be
issuing monthly reports of expenses and
income. Ruben Durand has computerized
accounts payable so that we have at all
times a clear handle on what we've paid
and what we owe.

1 think of this period
as an investment in
the Association,
because a strong
EAPA can better
serve its members.

Better Systems

Even if EAPA were not taking concert-
ed steps to eliminate its deficit, these are
systems that any well run business must
have in place. But these systems alone,
plus careful monitoring of the
Association's resources, will not by them-
selves eliminate the deficit.

As you may know, I worked with
another association that had a financial
deficit, and we succeeded in eliminating it
by working together for the good of the
Association and making some sacrifices
that involved judicious cutting of some
programs on a temporary basis. Deficits
cannot be eliminated without such mea-
sures, but they can be reduced more easi-
ly and faster when members support these
measures and the decisions their leaders
must make to preserve viability and build
the financial health of the organization.

think of this period as an investment
in the Association, because a strong EAPA
can better serve its members. Once we

have eliminated the deficit—and we will
by working together—we will have in
place systems that will serve us well into
the future.

By the time you read this issue of the
Exchange, you should have received the
Member Resource Directory. If you have
comments or suggestions we can implement
in future issues, please contact Mary
Schmidt, director of EAPA's Membership
Department. We want to know what will
make this resource even more valuable to
you.

Better Be in Seattle

Plans for the Seattle conference are
moving ahead rapidly, and we urge you to
be among the early bird registrants when
you receive the Advance Program Guide.
We plan to mail it in June, so look for it to
be in your mailbox early this summer. If
you live on the East Coast, I hope you are
also planning to attend the District i con-
ference, July 9 - 12, in Baltimore,
Maryland. Chair Jim O'Hair, CEAP, and
his committee members have planned an
exciting program that includes a national
satellite teleconference on Critical
Incidents in the Workplace.

Speaking of conferences, I was a
guest at the EAPA North Carolina
Chapter's annual conference, and it was,
in a word, excellent! Clearly, members in
North Carolina enjoyed working together
on chapter activities and more than 150
people attended this excellent conference.
Among the topics on the conference agen-
da was managed care and what it means
for the employee assistance profession.
Many thanks, North Carolina Chapter, for
your warm, welcoming hospitality. In
May, i am very pleased to be speaking at
the State of Illinois annual meeting and at
a meeting of the Virginia Chapter. I will
also be attending the California Chapter
Presidents retreat and the California Public
Policy Conference in Sacramento. I am
truly looking forward to these visits and to
meeting more EAPA members. ~~



The Exchange Advisory Committee has
designated the following theme topics
for upcoming issues of the magazine:

Marketing for Success. Employee'
assistance programs are spreading 'all
over the world. What marketing ̀tech->
niques have helped you convince a
client of the value of EA programs? Now
that your company offers EA 

services,

how have you helped expand the types
of services available? Plan to shale-your
ideas with other EAPA members.

EAPs in Managed Care. They're
coming your way. Managed care com-
panies are acquiring programs and ser-
vices like Pac-Man in a video game.
What does managed care really mean?
How are EA programs likely to change
under managed care? What should you
do if you decide to sell your EA compa-
ny? Don't miss this special issue of the

Exchange.

Assessment Tools for EA Programs.
In the future, the EA professional may
want to use brief screening or assess-
ment tools for critical points of interac-
tion. What tools are available? Which
ones are most helpful for each stage?
.What are the. benefits of using these
tools? (This issue will include informa-
tion on materials and resources that help.
support EAP and CEAP duties under the
Department of Transportation regula-
tions.)

Substance Abuse Treatment—
Matching the Treatment to the
Diagnosis. What's the best treatment
center for your client? And which treat-
ment is best for the patient with multiple
problems? How will managed care han-
dle dual diagnosis? What unique issues
do substance abuse professionals
encounter? Read all about it in this issue
of the Exchange.

How to Submit an Article

If you would like to submit an article,
send it to EAPA Exchange, 2101 Wilson
Boulevard, Suite 500, Arlington, VA 22201.
If possible, call the Exchange editor (703-
522-6272) to discuss the main points in your
article before submitting it.

Most articles are no more than 2000

words long; if possible, include charts,
graphs, and photos. And, if you put your
document on an IBM-compatible disk in
Word Perfect 5.1 as well, you will make
your editor very happy.

Call for Exchange Articles

In addition to the cover theme, each
issue of the Exchange will include addition-
al articles on topics of interest to EA profes-
sionals. Have you recently presented a
paper or made a speech that you would like
to share with your colleagues? Here are just
a few examples of topics will be considered
for publication in the Exchange:

• Attention deficit disorder
• Compulsive disorders
• Conflict management
• Counseling techniques
• Downsizing or restructuring
• Drug testing
• Eldercare issues
• Family issues
• Healthcare reform
• Impaired professionals
• Organizational development
• Outcome measurement
• Public/private partnerships
• Research
• Relapse prevention
• Stress
• Supervisory training
• Violence
• Workplace diversity

The 1995 Exchange Advisory
Committee

if you have comments, suggestions, or
ideas about the Exchange, please contact
any of these members of the Advisory
Committee:

Jim Carpenter, CEAP
Detroit, MI 48214. 3.13-926-5331

Tamara Cagney, CEAP
Pleasanton, CA 94566 • 510-462-6441

David Coles, CEAP
Houston, TX 77001 • 713-676-3540

Roslyn M. Heise, LCSW, CEAP
Denver, CO 80203 • 303-861-7064

Joseph J. Krauss, CEAP
Oak Creek, WI 53154 • 414-768-2465

Greg Mack
Dearborn, MI 48121. 313-317-4776

Helen McGlynn, CEAP
St. Louis, MO 63139 • 314-768-3830

Tom Pasco, Ph.D., CEAP
Southfield, MI 48021 • 810-948-8404

Sandra Schiff, CEAP
Eastpointe, MI 48021 • 810-773-2300

Crystal Haymen Simms, CEAP
Newark, DE 19808 • 302-656-8308

NATIONALSAP ROSTER COMING IN JUNE!!!
Roster to Be Included in EAPA's Consultants Directory

As an addendum to its Consultants Directory, the EAP Association will publish a nationwide.
list of CEAPs and others who are qualifed to serve as substance abuse professionals (SAPs),
Those who meet the criteria outlined in the Department of Transportation's alcohol and drug
testing rules are eligible to participate.

In late April, the invitation to be included in the Roster was sent to the approximately 600 EA
professionals who were listed in the Consultants Directory as well as to 2,000 other member
CEAPs. Those already listed in the Directory paid a $20 fee to be included in the Roster; those
members who were not listed in the Directory paid $40. A complimentary copy of the Roster will
be provided to all those who are now listed.

Beginning in June 1995, the Roster will be distributed as part of the Consultants Directory.
Cost of the Directory plus Roster wil(be $25 for EAPA members; $40 for non-members. To order
your copy, contact Ashley Harris, manager of the Resource Cengter, 703/522-6272. _ _ _ __
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While it is difficult to predict the
precise time when violence
may strike, there are steps that

employers and workers can take to prepare
for such apossibility—and to effectively
manage a crisis if is should occur.

.Employers and employees alike can
begin by understanding that most incidents
of violence follow recognized threats, and
that the prudent course of action is to pre-
pare for violence as alife-threatening haz-
ard that can be minimized or, with proper
preparation, even be prevented. Employers
should realize that violence is a hazard
much like other safety hazards in the work-
place. They should accept the growing real-
ity that a recognized threat must be met by
a response that will reduce the possibility of
physical harm.

Employers increasingly are turning to
threat management teams (TMT) to manage
threats of violence. The way that these
teams operate reflects the complexity of
many threats and the need to have a multi-
faceted response. In dealing with threaten-
ing behaviors, we must understand that we
are dealing as much with an art as we are a
science. Nonetheless, it is crucial that we
have practical processes for handling
threats because failure to respond poses far
greater risks and problems than prudent
responses.

There are useful pieces of information
that we have woven together in our under-
standing of threats and how people act out
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by Joseph Kinney, M.P.A.

violently in a work environment. But try as
we may, we must recognize that every sit-
uation is different: circumstances and per-
sonalities vary by perpetrator behavior,
location, and situation. While important
information can be conveyed and pre-
scriptions engineered, the reader must
real ize that there are few guarantees or cer-
tainties in life.

All threats and bizarre behaviors
should be investigated and evaluated by
trained professionals. Employee assistance
programs (EAPs) are ideally suited to play a
leading role in TMTs, especially in the threat
assessment process. Working in tandem
with those who coordinate threat manage-
ment, EA professionals can conduct behav-
ioral assessments. In most cases, threats can
be managed in a successful fashion by well-
trained TMTs without enduring damage to
the organization or its members.

Generally, we must think of threats in
two different categories—existing empioy-
ees and intruders (former employees, "stall<-
ers," and others). Normally, management's
involvement with an existing employee
who has made threats can end with referral
to the EAP or mental health treatment facil-
ity, reassignment to another position, place-
ment of the individual on medical leave, or
other courses of non-punitive discipline. In
some cases, termination may be necessary.
The important consideration is that threats
must be taken seriously, appropriately
investigated, and managed to a logical con-

clusion that ensures the safety and security
of the work environment.

Threats from a former employee, stall<-
er, or other third party typically pose greater
risks and complexity. While employers can
exercise some control over employees,
intruders have freedom of movement and
rights that make them more difficult to con-
tain than .employees. Nevertheless, there
are steps that can be taken when threats are
communicated to appropriate personnel.
But before we begin, we should examine
exactly what we mean by threats. Once we
have proper definitions, we can devise sen-
sible responses that will protect life and
property.

Threats

There are three types of threats: direct, con-
ditional, and veiled:

1. Direct threats. These involve clear
and explicit communications, such as "I am
going to kill you." Direct threats leave the
unmistaken impression that the perpetrator
intends to do bodily harm.

2. Conditional threats. Such threats
involve a condition. An example: "If you
report me, I will get even with you and you
will be sorry."

3. Veiled threats. A veiled threat usual-
ly involves body language or behavior that
leaves little doubt in the mind of the victim
that the perpetrator intends harm.



If there is evidence of a direct threat,
we recommend suspension of an employ-
ee, pending an investigation to substantiate
the initial report. Conditional and veiled
threats are more difficult to address but
should be carefully documented by the
TMT. When such threats are made, we rec-
ommend that the employee be counseled
that such threats will not be tolerated. A
referral to the EAP for mandatory assess-
ment and counseling may also be in order.
Ultimately, a person who persists in such
threats must be terminated.

Aggressive or Bizarre Behavior

Research demonstrates that potentially vio-
lent individuals sometimes do not make
threats or outbursts that we associate with
anger or frustration. Perpetrators have been
Known to engage in bizarre or erratic forms
of behavior. Theyare likely to do things that
are uncharacteristic and clearly abnormal,
even to the untrained observer. For exam-
ple, one perpetrator left brown paper bags
filled with kittens or puppies on the locking
dock where he worked. Another perpetrator
would come to work wearing underwear on
his head. In these instances, it is likely that
there will be evidence of poor work perfor-
mance and attitude.

We can identify three "frequencies" of
behavior that should be of concern:

1. Aberrational. Aberrational aggres-
sion essentially involves an apparently
spontaneous outburst. In examining such an
event, we must determine if the behavior is
part of a larger pattern.

2. Periodic or intermittent. With peri-
odic aggression or behavior, a pattern is
emerging. In these situations, we must begin
to seek interventions by trained mental
health professionals.

3. Endemic. Endemic aggression or
behavior involves situations where the
behavior has become a part of the person's
"everyday" personality and behavior. If the
person is being aggressive, then manage-
ment must take prompt action —often ter-
mination.

Putting Behavior In a Context

Behavior typically occurs in a context, not
in a vacuum. As human beings, there tends
to be a method to our madness—a reason
for why we do things the way that we do
them. Employers need to be aware of devi-
ations from trends and patterns. EA profes-
sionals are often well positioned to help the
TMT make determinations about threats
and behavior. In this capacity, an EA profes-

sionai can help coach and advise the TMT.
There are proper ways to investigate,

and manage threats. Once the information
is received, it must be carefully evaluated.
For the purpose of this discussion, we will
call the primary threat manager a "coordi-
nator." The first issue the coordinator must
attempt to evaluate is the immediacy of the
threat. The fundamental question: Is danger
imminent? If the danger is imminent, then
prompt defensive action must occur. if there
is no sense of urgency, then there should be
a systematic attempt to carefully and
thoughtfully weight the nature of the threat
against the person's likely capacity to carry
out acts of physical violence. The ultimate
goal is to protect people and property.

Research by the
National Safe
Workplace Institute
confirms the notion
that there is a
sequence in the steps
of behavior of perpe-
trators of violence.

Identifying Potential)y
Dangerous Individuals

There is no sure way to determine if a per-
son is truly dangerous. Well-trained,
licensed psychologists and psychiatrists
have failed to diagnose individuals as dan-
gerous, only to see that same person com-
mit alethal act just a few days later. No one
can say with any degree of certainty who
will kill and who won't. As a result, we must
be conservative when managing threats and
make decisions using caution as a guide.

Indeed, the process of identifying dan-
gerous individuals poses enormous risks
and uncertainties, including potential legal
exposure, for those involved in the threat
management process. For example, there is
a tendency on the part of some employers
to compare the behavioral characteristics
and features of those with whom threats
have been attributed with the personal char-
acteristics of those individuals who previ-
ously committed acts of violence. Undue
emphasis on "profiling" can be harmful for

numerous reasons. For openers, many indi-
viduals within a large corporation are likely
to have some or even many of the charac-
teristics of past perpetrators. As a result,
these individuals "fiY' a profile. The avail-
abi I ity of an EA professional for prompt con-
sultationswill help TMTs avoid dependency
on profiles and other less valid means of
assessing behavior.

Perhaps a more systematic and objec-
tive way to make decisions has to do with
the sequence in behavior by someone
making threats. Research by the National
Safe Workplace Institute confirms the
notion that there is a sequence in the steps
of behavior of perpetrators of violence.
Generally, the individual will deteriorate
over time, becoming isolated from others
as he or she grapples with frustration and a
sense of failure.

Often, the process begins when the
individual suffers from a significant traumat-
icevent orthe accumulation of many small-
er traumas. The individual begins to per-
ceive that the situation is unsolvable and
casts all blame onto the situation, rather
than on himself or herself. Gradually, the
individual begins to conclude that violence
is the only way out.

Timing in Effective Threat
Management

Timing is very important in threat manage-
ment. When a threat has been posed, it is
crucial that the organization move quickly
and efficiently to protect people and prop-
erty. One of the most important factors to
consider is the presence of weapons. A per-
petratorwith weapons poses a much higher
degree of risk than those without. However,
there are examples of individuals who
recently acquired weapons in the process of
conducting lethal acts in the workplace. As
part of the assessment process, we must
consider the presence of weapons and the
capacity of an individual to use force.
During this period, prior incidents of vio-
lence and disregard for established authori-
ty become very important in threat assess-
ment process. If a person has exercised vio-
lence in the past, then we must assume that
the potential perpetrator has the capacity to
become violent in the future.

Experience shows that there are
numerous "inhibitors" that are likely to
diminish the possibility that an individual
may become violent. For example, a person
who is financially secure with a stable fam-
ily and community life is less likely to com-
mitviolence than an individual with "noth-
ing to lose." In general, perpetrators of vio-
lence are irrational and lack afuture-time
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orientation. Also, a person who does not
have a family life and who is badly in debt
may be more inclined to become violent.
An inhibitor, or anchor assessment, is par-
ticularlyvital for evaluating a threat from an
intruder, especially if that person is a dis-
gruntled former employee.

A capable TMT coordinator, supported
by an EA professional, may develop an
inhibitor index for each individual who is a
source for threats. The threat manager will
collect data on a person's finances, health,
family and community life, supervisory rela-
tionships, and other pertinent factors. In
general, this information can be obtained
from co-workers or public sources without
violating an individual's right to privacy.
While such information may not be conclu-
sive, it will help determine what steps may
be prudent in a particular situation.

Addressing Perpetrators
Following Investigations

There are many options that a manager has
available at his or her disposal when a
worker has made threats or engaged in low-
level acts of violence. If an employee is the

source of a threat, it may be necessary to
have a professional evaluation by a licensed
mental health professional. This should
involve a "fitness for duty" or "dangerous-
ness assessment' by a licensed psychologist
or psychiatrist who is trained to conduct
such assessments. Employers have a num-
ber of options after such an evaluation is
conducted: counseling, discipline, medical
leave, job reassignment, etc. Experience
shows that many options are simply not
considered when selecting appropriate
action.

The options that exist for managers
when the individual is not an employee are
far more limited. However, there are a
number of options, especially when the
perpetrator is a former employee or Known
to management. In such situations, as
much information should be obtained as
possible in an effort to determine what
steps are necessary to ensure that the
employer has taken prudent action.
Substantial data on employment histories,
financial and credit information, criminal
records, etc., can be obtained through var-
ious sources. The information is useful in
compiling an inhibitor index and may be
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useful in seeking restraining or other court
orders.

In some cases, threats are made against
individuals, as opposed to the wori<place. A
primary example of such a circumstance
would involve a person who is stalling his
or her spouse. When an employee is threat-
ened, there are prudent ways to defend that
person against the possibility of violence.
Sometimes, organizations hire investigators
to track the moves of perpetrators. They also
will employ bodyguards to protect those
who have been threatened. These decisions
are very expensive and may have question-
able effectiveness.
Threat management is a complex but rea-
sonably logical process. Ideally, manage-
ment will involve workers from all levels of
the organization in policy development in
order to ensure that such a policy is well
received and credibly implemented. The
foundation for any policy must be a report-
ing system that is comprehensive—encour-
aging threat information from both internal
and external sources. In most organizations,
an "800" hot-line is the best means to col-
lect and prepare information.

If threat managers are properly trained,
well prepared, and blessed with adequate
leadership and support, most challenges can
be successfully managed. Senior manage-
ment must be committed to effective threat
management, and policies, to be credible,
must be effectively communicated to both
employees and stakeholders. Ultimately,
management must face the reality that vio-
lence may occur, and that appropriate poli-
cies must be in place to ensure a safe and
secure outcome under the circumstances.

Like other processes, threat manage-
ment can be done poorly. Failure can be
costly in terms of human and financial
resources. We must make every effort to
undertake this mission with adequate
resources and sl<ilis. If done properly, a
threat manager or coordinator can go a long
way toward making our workplaces the safe
and healthy environments that they should
be. EA professionals, as the organization's
primary mental health and behavioral
experts, have a I<ey role to play.
Organizations that use EAP staff to prepare
for the possibilities of violence are going to
male more timely and rational decisions,
perhaps saving lives in the process.

Mr. Kinney is Executive Director of the
National Safe Workplace Institute, Charlotte.
His book, Violence at Work, will be pub-
lished by Simon &Schuster in June, 1995.
NSWI publishes the "Workplace Violence &
Behavior Letter," the only monthly focusing
on workplace violence. ►~
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George S. Everly, Jr., Ph.D.,
FAPM, Chairman of the Board;
or Jeffrey T. Mitchell, Ph.D.,
President, International Critical
Incident Stress Foundation, lnc.

According to literature. from.. the
International Critical Stress. Foundation, peo-
ple who respond in emergencies encounter
highly stressful events almost every day.
Extremely traumatic or overwhelming events,
known as critical incidents, may cause signif-
icantstress reactions. More than 300 special-
ly trained Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
(CISD) teams in eight countries are prepared
to assist any emergency worker or organiza-
tion faced with a stressful incident.

The International Critical Incident Stress
.Debriefing Team Coordination Center and
emergency hot line provide the following
services:

•Help emergency personnel and/or organi-
zations rapidly locate local CISD teams;

• Maintain the CISD Team Registry;
• Coordinate special CISD teams in areas
where there are no Known CISD
resources;

•Coordinate CISD teams in disasters;
• Provide immediate stress consultation to
emergency services organization.

Any emergency services organization ar
individual may use this 24-hour emergency
hot line to call for assistance or information:
410-313-2473. For. non-emergency; infor-
mation, call 410-730-4311.
(Dr. George S. Everly, Jr. of the Interna-
tional Critical Incident Stress Foundation,
Inc., will be a featured speaker at the
District I Conference in Baltimore,
Maryland, July 9-12.)

Mary Pigatti, LCSW, ACSW,
CEAP.

Pigatti provides (a) critical incident stress
debriefings (CISD) to organizations that have
experienced a traumatic event, such as worl<-
place violence; (b) consultation for threat
assessment teams; and (c) consultation on
workplace violence policy development. For
further information, call 414-785-8118.

Here's some information from a recent
seminar she presented entitled "Violence in
the Workplace: Issues, Impact, Action":
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Guiding Principles of Crisis
Management

• The safety, security,. and psychological
well=being of the victim and their families
during a trauma are of foremost concern.

• The act of securing the dangerous area of
the perpetrator is the first order of business.

• Communication: ̀about the incident to
employees and their family members
should be factual; timely, direct from com-
pany officials, and continuous.

• Intervention services should be compre-
hensive and made available to all those
impacted by trauma experience including
the victim's families.

• Recognition that there are three lines of
authority operating in a crisis: law
enforcement, emergency medical profes-
sionals, and company management.

• Proactive planning is criticaC to minimiz-
ing costs.

• All levels of organization and community'
should be involved in crisis planning.

• A comprehensive crisis'management plan
should be developed, written down, and
kept in more than one place.

Jim Hardeman, Corporate
Counseling Manager, Polaroid
Corporation.

Polaroid Corporation has received much
public recognition for their corporate "besfi
practice" in domestic violence prevention
and education in the workplace. As part of a
comprehensive program, Polaroid has
added the following guidelines for providing
assistance in managing familyviolence situ-
ations of Polaroid Corporation employees:

Types of Absences/Absence
Categories:

Options available to employees are: fam-
ily emergencies and personal time`off with'.
pay, or authorized leave of absence without..
paY.

1. A specific leave may be granted when the
supervisor and department manager agree
to bring the member back on the same
job, and the supervisor can make arrange-
ments for temporary coverage of the job.
Division manager approval is required.

OVT
ACT...

Employees should be able to establish a
definite date to return. Absences are limited
to a maximum three=week period.

If'employees cannot establish a definite
date to return to work and require more than
three weeks; a specific leave of absence may
be considered for athree-six month period.

1: Employees; supervisors, and managers
are encouraged to explore paid options, as
they have done previously; which will sup-
port employees coping; with various family
demands without having to tale formal.
unpaid Ieave. For instance:

•Arrange flexible work hours ' so the
employee can arrange court appearances,
legal housing, and child care services,.

• Determine whether the job can be done
full- or part-time;

• Keep in mind that authorized time and
family emergency are paid time-off
'options to be considered especially if
requests are for relatively'short'periods
of time; I

• An option also available for unpaid time
off without taking a formal unpaid leave is
three weeks of authorized time without
pay in a three-week block of time or
spread out over several weeks (15 days).

if an employee is out for athree-week
block of authorized time without pay, or if
an employee is taking up to three weeks. of
authorized time without pay spread out over
a number of weeks, then the following
occurs:

• Non=exempt employees will use a special
absence code;

• Exempt employees should have their
supervisor/manager send a memo to
Payroll each month.

Gerald Lewis, Ph.D., Director,
COMPASS.

This national speaker is author of Critical
Incident Stress and Trauma in the
.Workplace. For further information, contact
him at 508-872-6228.

Dr. Lewis suggests that EA professionals
should offer these services:

*Active participation in the develop-
ment of policies, procedures, and pro-

continued on page 15
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Crucial Violence
Prevention Concerns
For Female Employees

by Beverly Younger, LCSW
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For those readers who feel that they
have heard enough about workplace
violence, I offer my empathy. We

tend to swing from denying various social
ills to immersing ourselves in the very
same issues when they become popular.
Some people believe that the focus on
workplace violence has swung towards
paranoia, as found in the sentiments of the
Wall Street Journal article, October 13,
1994, titled "Misplaced Fear":

Herewith, the anatomy of a false cri-
sis: overblown news reports, widely
misinterpreted research and an emerg-
ing army of consultants have driven
companies to a fear of their own worl<-
ers that is largely unjustified.

Yet, one of the benefits of such a full-
biown focus on workplace violence may be
that it offers an opportunity to bring to pub-
lic scrutiny the effects of violence against
women in general and, more specifically,
the effects of violence against women in the
workplace.

The same Wall Street Journal article
draws the conclusion that workplace vio-
lence is merely societal violence spilling
over into the work setting. Common sense
dictates that the prevalence of violence
against women in the community will be
the same in the workplace.

Looking at the risks women face for
violence overall, we find 

some basic
truths:

Women are less likely to be victims
of violence than men. More men are
victims of violence overall, includ-
ing workplace violence (Younger,
1994).
Women are more likely to be vic-
tims of certain types. of violence
than are men. Most researchers
agree that females are the most fre-
quent victims of family violence.
Women are subject more frequently
to specific acts of hate and control
by male perpetrators. In the United
States, a woman is raped every 6
minutes, and every 18 seconds a
woman is beaten (Salholz, 1990).
Women are much less likely to be
perpetrators of violence; men com-
mit 89% of all violent crimes in the
U.S. (Levy, 1991).

Men are more likely to be both phys-
icallyviolent and to be victims of physical
violence. Women are generally less vio-
lent in nature and are more likely to be
targeted for specific types of violence per-



petrated by men. It is likely that in the
workplace setting, the same basic truths
are present.

The workplace has often been the set-
ting for abuses of power, and women are
still less likely to hold positions of author-
ity, thereby creating a greater vulnerability
for sexual, verbal, and physical harass-
ment. In a review of three case studies of
female victims of physical violence by
male co-workers, this author identified the
following factors that entrap females in the
victim role:

• A lack of both formal and informal
power;

• Fear of retribution;
• Low salaries combined with the

responsibility for childcare;
• Institutionalized denial and mini-

mization.

As we search for preventative mea-
sures against the general risks of workplace
violence, we need to remember that female
employees, as well as other populations
with similar circumstances, may have
unique risks requiring innovative responses.

Occupational Fatalities

Existing statistics on workplace vio-
lence are often based on records of occupa-
tional fatalities from which national trends
may be drawn. A review of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics Census of Fatal
Occupational Injuries in 1991 and 1992
enabled this author to further understand
the risks female employees face at work.

Male employees accounted for 93 per-
cent of all occupational fatalities and 83
percent of all workplace homicides in 1991
(Younger, 1994). As stated earlier, men are
more likely to be victims of violence or, in
this case, any Kind of workplace death,
including accidents. Within the female pop-
ulation, 39 percent of all female occupa-
tional fatalities were homicides, whereas
male homicides accounted for only 17 per-
cent of all male occupational fatalities
(Younger 1994). Within her gender group, a
woman at work is most likely to die by mur-
der than by any other cause. To understand
this statistic, we need to better understand
the specific circumstances under which
women are attacked.

Random Criminal Violence

Contrary to common speculation, random
criminal violence, or any act of violence
against an employee in which the perpe-
trator has no Known relationship to the

1

employee, is the most frequent cause of
all workplace homicides. This fact sup-
ports the theory that workplace violence is
most frequently a "spillover" of increased
social violence. Female employees are
also more likely to be victimized by ran-
dom criminal violence than other types of
violence. In 1992, robberies and other
random criminal acts accounted for 82
percent of all female workplace homi-
cides (Younger, 1994).

This is a crucial statistic when con-
sidering violence prevention. The majori-
ty of employed women work in technical,
sales, or administrative support or service
occupations (61 percent in 1991.)
Because 81 percent of all female assaults
occurred within the retail trade or service

Female employees
are... more likely to
be victimized by
random criminal
violence than other
types of violence.

industries, the risks faced by women in
these positions need to be considered
when planning preventative measures
(Younger, 1995).

One such example of women at high
risk is bank tellers, who are much more
likely to be subjected to robberies.
Although no concrete evidence can be
offered, workplace security staff have pri-
vately commented that criminals choose
victims based on their sex, age, or other
physical qualities. With the knowledge
that the female worker population is at
risk for random criminal violence, all vio-
lence prevention programs should tale
action to decrease such a risk.

Worker Violence

During the 1994 EAPA Annual
Conference in Boston, an audience of
almost 300 attendees at a presentation on
workplace violence was polled. The major-
ity believed that worker violence was the
most likely cause of workplace violence. As
discussed, this is not the case for either men

or women. In 1992, only 9 percent of all
female occupational homicides were
caused by a co-worker or supervisor.

Very little information exists to detail
the nature of such acts. We Know some of
the causes of worker violence, such as
anger at supervisors who discipline or fire
an employee, or generalized rage at an
authoritarian system that lacks an outlet for
day-to-day grievances. Additional motives
may play a role in violent acts against
female employees. Slowly, more women
are moving into roles of authority and into
jobs traditionally dominated by men. In the
absence of statistics, only time will tell if the
interplay of generalized rage against any
authority figure and specific anger against
women who have infiltrated the male
domain may have deadly results for a
female manager.

Possibly the greatest risk of worker vio-
lence against women may be due to the
intersection of a work relationship and a
personal relationship, when co-workers
become romantically involved. It is not
uncommon for romantic entanglements to
develop, or even a marriage to tale place
between co-workers, and it is impossible to
predict or control the occurrence. Using sta-
tistics on domestic violence, if 30 percent of
all married women are victims of physical
abuse, then it is likely that a similar per-
centage of female employees involved with
male co-workers may also be victims of
relationship violence, which could affect
women at home or even at work.

Relationship Violence

Only 4 percent of women Killed at
work in 1992 were murdered by someone
close to them. When considering fatalities,
this is not an alarming number. Yet, the
majority of domestic violence acts happen-
ing every day are non-lethal acts of vio-
lence. The occurrence of domestic violence
is high and probably under-reported, with 1
wife or child in 21 being physically abused
three to four times per year (Gelles &Straus,
19f38). Almost any woman in a work setting
could be a potential victim of relationship
violence.

And that act of domestic violence
could also tale place at the worksite itself.
A new trend of stalking victims on the way
in and out of work appears to be arising,
according to several domestic violence
experts interviewed for this article.
Domestic violence experts believe that
orders of protection have been increasingly
effective in Keeping the. perpetrator away
from the home, which may then lead that
same perpetrator to stalk the victim where
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she can most likely be found unprotected—
at work.

Women-Specific Workplace
Violence Prevention Programming

Based on the introductory knowledge
gained from the review of female occupa-
tional fatalities and workplace homicides,
the following specific violence prevention
programming is recommended.

Training

• As our work environment continues
to change dramatically, gender sen-
sitivitytraining is needed to improve
relationships between male and
female workers.

• Management training about the type
of risks female employees face will
help managers identify needed pre-
ventative measures. Sessions should
include detailed training about the
dynamics of domestic violence and
how best to assist a victim of domes-
tic violence whose performance or
safety is affected at work.

• Employee training should include
self-protection training for all
employees in high-risk jobs, with
special attention on risks to women.

Site Safety

Security service personnel should
establish procedures for protecting
women who may be stalked on the
way in and out of work; knowledge
of any such incidents should result
in an immediate referral to the EA
professional.
Employees working in any facility
open to the public must be protect-
ed with effective security measures,
especially those most frequently tar-
geted for robbery or other criminal
acts. This sounds simple enough but
it is so often neglected.

Violence Prevention Policy Sfatements

Including the statement—"Any
threat or act of verbal, sexual, or
physical abuse towards any
employee will not be tolerated and
will result in disciplinary action up
to and including termination"—will
increase the strength of any preven-
tative measures a company may
take. In combination with a diversi-
ty policy statement condemning any
kind of discrimination against all
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employees, the violence prevention
policy can send the message that
acts of violence against women will
not be tolerated. The strongest poli-
cy might also include a statement
about the company's commitment
to protect all employees from vio-
lent acts of any kind at the worksite.

Threat Assessment Procedures

A threat assessment team, consisting of
security, employee assistance, medical,
human resource, management, publicity,
and legal personnel will be more effective
in assessing the risk of threats to female
employees if they have been trained about
the unique risks, especially relationship
violence,that women face.

My research on this
topic has led me to
the conclusion that
the greatest problem
regarding women,
violence, and
employment is the
response of the orga-
nization to violence
against women.

An Emerging Issue: The Effects of
Domestic Violence on Women's
Work Performance

My research on this topic has led me
to the conclusion that the greatest prob-
lem regarding women, violence, and
employment is the response of the organi-
zation to violence against women. Much
like society at large, companies have diffi-
culty focusing on the needs of women at
risk. I have witnessed occasions when the
complaints of female employees physical-
ly abused by a male co-worker were not
heard by the company, especially if a rela-
tionship existed between the workers.
Employers, much like police, courts, and
social services, often end up blaming the
victim for the violent acts.

Domestic violence is not the "fault'
of the victim. The victim does not cause
the violence and can not prevent the per-

petrator from acting violently. The victim
is often caught in the well-known cycle of
violence that may prevent her from being
able to free herself from the dangerous sit-
uation. Yet, as an EA professional, i often
see a lack of training and understanding, a
huge sense of frustration even to the point
of blaming, and a tendency to seek to con-
trol the outcomes related to domestic vio-
lence, both by employers and the human
service professionals trying to intervene.

Female employees affected by rela-
tionshipviolence at home or at work often
have specific job performance problems,
including tardiness, absence, lack of con-
centration, poor communication skills,
and a tendency to isolate from others.
Excessive use of sick, personal, or vaca-
tion days as well as requests for salary
advances or even financial garnishments
may be signs of domestic violence.
Without the support of EA professionals
trained to identify such signs and knowl-
edgeable in how best to intervene, many
female employees will end up being ter-
minated for poor performance directly
caused by domestic violence.

EA professionals can take many con-
structive steps to assist women whose
employment is affected by violence.
Employee education and outreach will
allow more victims to access help.
Management training will increase sensi-
tivity and assist in getting victims to
sources of help more quickly. Creative use
of existing personnel policies may allow
the employee time off to stabilize, or
another chance to improve performance,
before being terminated.

Employers have been able to extend a
"last chance" to drug addicts, have
accommodated employees with disabili-
ties, and have allowed needed time off for
employees with sick family members, but
they still may terminate women whose
performance is affected when their hus-
bands or partners beat them. We have a
long way to go until we truly understand
the causes and effects of violence against
women in society and at work, and a
longer way to go to prevent it as well.

References for this article are available
from the author.

Beverly Younger, is the EAP Manager at
Bank of America Illinois. She recently,
along with Marta Lundy, co-edited the
book, Women in the Workplace and
Employee Assistance Programs: Perspec-
tives, Innovations, and Techniques for
Helping Professionals, released by
Haworth Press, in 1994. ►~



There is a general consensus that alco-
hol is the drug most commonly asso-
ciatedwith violence. Alcohol use can

trigger aggression during intoxication, with-
drawal, and other specific clinical states.
Studies published throughout the 1980s
reported that an average of 60 percent of
batterers were intoxicated at the time of the
abuse, and that an average of 53 percent of
the batterers were assessed to have had
alcohol and/or drug problems (Tolman and
Bennett, 1990.) These are striking findings in
that alcohol-influenced behavior is frequent-
lyviewed as an important factor in domestic
violence.

The possibility of a relationship
between treatment for alcohol abuse and
the reduction of domestic violence has
received limited scholarly attention, in part
because the two conditions require almost
separate diagnostic and treatment systems,
with little overlap between them.
Disagreements regarding primacy of the
problem, the relevance of the disease
model of alcoholism, appropriate interven-
tions, and professional attitudes serve to
limit a coordinated service approach to
domestic violence and alcohol abuse.

Professionals play a significant role in
diagnosing and intervening with alcohol
abusers. Through intervention, monitoring
work performance, and follow-up and sup-
port services, EA practitioners have helped
alcohol-abusing employees remain abstinent.

On the other hand, some EA practition-
ers have been slow to recognize and address
the problem of domestic violence. The rela-
tionship between the treatment of alcohol
abuse and the reduction in domestic vio-
lence remains unclear. EA professionals

by R. Paul Maiden, Ph.D.

often come in contact with alcohol abuse
and are presented with numerous opportu-
nities to intervene in related behavior,
including the important area of domestic
violence. Prior research suggests, however,
that although EA counselors may be astute at
recognizing alcohol abuse, they are general-
ly remiss in intervening with domestic vio-
lence (Maiden and Tolman, 1989).

This study measured self-reported lev-
els of domestic violence before and after
treatment for alcohol abuse. The intent of
the study was threefold: 1. To determine
whether EA program clients who have
received treatment engaged in domestic vio-
lence before the treatment, and, if so, at
what level; 2. To determine if domestic vio-
lence is reduced following treatment; 3. To
determine whether selected treatment and
recovery factors —for example, treatment
completion, active participation in and reg-
ular attendance in self-help groups such as
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), having an AA
sponsor, and sponsor influence in recov-
ery—contribute to reductions in levels of
domestic violence.

The sample population consisted of 80
EA program clients, with an alcohol abuse
diagnosis, who were referred for treatment
by their EA professional. All clients were to
have entered treatment six months prior to
the study. The EA programs involved in this
study included one internal program and
two EA program vendors from the Chicago
area. EA program clients reported that their
longest period of sobriety ranged from 1 to
45 months. The mean period of sobriety for
this sample was 13.9 months. Ninety-two
percent of the respondents reported they
were abstinent at the time of the survey.

Incidence and
Severity of Conflict
Tactics Before and
After intervention
S~irvey participants we~~e asked to
resE~onse to an 18-item Conflict:.
Tactics Scale (Straus, 1979).

CONFLICT TACTICS SCALE

1. Discussed the issue calmly.'
2. Got information fo back up my side
of things.
3. Brought i~5 or tried to bring in
someone to help settle things.
4. Insulted or swore at my
partner/spouse.
5. Sulked or refused to falk.
6. Stomped out of the room or house.
7. Cried.
II. Did or said something spiteful.
9. Threatened to hit or throw something
at my spouse/partner.
10. Threw, smashed, hif or kicked some-
thing.
11. Threw something afi my spouse/part-
ner.
12. Pushed, shoved or grabbed my
spouse/partner.
13. Slapped my partner/spouse.
14. Kicked, bit or hit with a fist.
15. Hit or tried Yo hit.
16. Beat up my spouse/partner.
17. Threatened my spouse/partner with
a knife or gim.
1£3. Used a knife or gun.
19. Other (probe) – ~ "
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To facilitate data analysis, the 18 items
on the Conflict Tactics Scale were collapsed
into four categories. These four categories
reflect both positive and negative verbal
responses and moderate and severe physical
responses. The positive verbal responses are
items 1-3 on the Conflict Tactics Scale. Items
4-9 encompass negative verbal responses
(Note: Tactic 7 "Cried" was deleted due to
mixed responses or no response). Items 10-
13 were recomputed as moderate physical
domestic violence. Items 14-18 were
recomputed as severe physical domestic
violence.

The scale records the number of times an
individual has responded in a particular way
when involved in a domestic dispute.
Participants were asked to recall how fre-
quently they exhibited certain behaviors
prior to and since .treatment and recovery.
All of the EA program clients participating in
this study indicated they had engaged in
some form of verbal or physical domestic
assault, ranging from profanity and intimida-
tion to hitting, beating up, and threatening
with a gun or a Knife, prior to intervention for
alcohol abuse.

Some forms of moderate physical aggres-
sion were found to occur at higher levels of
frequency and prior to intervention, with a
decrease in frequency after intervention.
Moderate physical violence includes throw-
ing, smashing, or kicking something, throw-
ing something at the partner, pushing, shov-
ing, or grabbing the partner, and slapping the
partner.

Severe physical violence (For example,
kicking, biting, hitting with a fist, beating up,
and threatening with a Knife or gun) was
nearly eliminated after treatment. It appears,
however, that while severe forms of domes-
tic violence ceased, aggressive behaviors
continued to be exhibited as demonstrated
by the fact that some forms of moderate vio-
lence increased after intervention.

Although there is a differentiation in pre-
and post-intervention responses for verbal
altercations, the decrease is not as dramatic
as reported on the physical violence parts of
this scale.

Alcohol Abuse Intervention as a
Factor, in Reducing Domestic
Violence

To determine if there is a significant rela-
tionship between the intensity of alcohol
abuse treatment and the reduction in
domestic violence, data were .collected on
the type of treatment that respondents com-
pleted.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of conflict
tactics prior to and after alcohol abuse treat-
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ment indicated that inpatient treatment
played a more important role in reducing the
incidence of domestic violence than either
detoxification only or outpatient treatment.
Inpatient treatment stays from 6 to 14 days,
15 to 2£3 days, and more than 28 days were
all statistically significant in reducing domes-
tic violence. The ANOVA statistic also sug-
gests that the longer the treatment, the
greater the reduction in domestic violence.

It should be noted that length of treat-
ment is directly related to severity of alcohol
abuse (For example middle-and late-stage
alcoholics are admitted for inpatient treat-
ment and have an average length of stay
from 10 to more than 28 days). In other
words, longer term inpatient treatment
appears to have a more significant impact on

The findings from
this study support
the need to intervene
and treat alcohol
abuse as a means of
reducing domestic
violence

reducing domestic violence. However, the
literature concerning the relationship
between alcohol abuse and aggression sug-
gests aproportionality between the progres-
sion of alcohol abuse and an increase in
aggressive behavior, so there is more room
for improvement among the more severe
alcohol abusers. It is a prudent assumption
that individuals who have longer treatment
stays due to more severe alcohol abuse are
more physically aggressive and would show
a greater decrease in the incidence of severe
forms of domestic violence.

The Role of Alcoholics Anonymous
and the Sponsor Relationship
in Reducing Domestic Violence

Among the EA professionals involved in
this study, regular attendance at self-help
meetings, such as Alcoholics Anonymous,
and having an A.A. sponsor as a mentor are
considered important elements in maintain-
ing sobriety. Given these assumptions, an
analysis of these variables was conducted to

determine their impact on the 18 conflict
tactics responses after alcohol abuse treat-
ment and after the client had begun AA.

Seventy-three (91.3%) of the respondents
reported attending self-help meetings.
Seventy-two attended Alcoholics Anony-
mous (AA) and one attended Adult Children
of Alcoholics (ACoA). Attendance at self-
help meetings was determined to be a statis-
tically significant factor in explaining the
reduction in the incidence of domestic vio-
lence. There was also a more statistically
significant relationship between attendance
at self-help meetings and reductions in mod-
erate physical violence, reduction of nega-
tive verbal behaviors, reduction of severe
physical violence, and an increase in posi-
tive verbal responses in domestic alterca-
tions.

Respondents were asked whether they
had a sponsor. If they did, they were asked
about the frequency of sponsor contact and
their perception of the sponsor's influence
on their sobriety. The intent was to deter-
mine if there was a relationship between
these three variables and the reduction in
domestic violence. Seventy-two percent
(N=58) of the respondents indicated they did
have a sponsor. Of those who reported they
had a sponsor, all indicated they had contact
with their sponsor between one and four
times per week. All of the respondents who
were active in a self-help group felt their
sponsor's influence had been important to
maintaining their sobriety at some level.
Seventy-six percent of those with sponsors
(N=44) rated sponsor .influence as very
important. None of the respondents who
had sponsors said their sponsor had no influ-
ence in their abstinence and success at
maintaining sobriety. Twenty-eight percent
of those with sponsors agreed that sponsor
influence was somewhat important to main-
taining sobriety. Using the multiple regres-
sion statistic, there was a significant relation-
shipfound between sponsor contact and the
reduction of moderate physical violence.

Sponsor influence in maintaining sobri-
ety is also a contributing factor in the reduc-
tion of domestic violence. The scores gener-
ated in the multiple regression statistic indi-
cate that the effects of sponsor influence are
most significant on moderate physical vio-
lence followed by severe physical violence.
Given the preponderance of marital discord
and domestic violence problems among
alcohol abusers, it is quite .likely that the
sponsor has encountered, and may have
resolved, some of the same problems that
the recovering person is experiencing.
Consequently, the sponsor is in a favorable
position to influence the behavior of the
recovering person. This may have an indi-



rect effect on the reduction of domestic vio-
lence. The sponsor is often used to ventilate
personal problems and help the recovering
person process problems through to some
acceptable resolution. The result could be
the sublimation of aggressive behaviors that
emanate from frustration and anger on the
part of the individual.

Conclusions

Pre-intervention domestic violence was
found in 94 percent of the sample popula-
tion. The level of violence was reported to
be quite severe. On the average, 47 percent
of the respondents reported moderate to
severe physical violence before intervention
and subsequent treatment and recovery.
Perhaps the most significant finding in this
research is that alcohol abuse treatment and
recovery substantially contribute to reducing
the incidence of domestic violence, but
they do not eliminate it. In this study, alco-
hol abusers are found to engage in a wide
range of verbally and physically abusive
behaviors ranging from insults and profanity
to kicking, hitting, and beating up their part-
ners. The results, after treatment and active
AA participation, suggest a substantial reduc-
tion in these behaviors. Only one response,
the next to most violent response possible on

For More Information About
Workplace Violence
continued from page 9

grams. Organizations must implement poli-
cies, procedures, and programs dealing with
workplace hostility. Some voice concern
that to do so would be to exacerbate the
potential for violence. However, organiza-
tions, as mandated by law, have policies for
two types of hostility: racial- and sexual
harassment. Many organizations do not
have a policy for "general" violence, how-
ever. In the same way that organized pro-
gramsare designed to combat sexual harass-
ment, there is a need to develop policy and
procedures for hostility of any type.

*Training, education, and consultation for
managers. Much of the personnel pressure is
placed on the shoulders of managers, who
often have limited training, much responsibil-

ity, and minimal authority. Due to the transi-
tion and turmoil in the workplace in the form
of reorganizations, mergers, and downsizing,

they are often in the position of managing an

increasingly disgruntled work force during

times of extreme duress. These managers need

further training in communication, defusing

hostility, enforcing disciplinary action, and
other issues. Further, they are often in need of

the scale—threatened spouse/partner with a
knife or gun—was reported to be reduced to
zero after intervention.

The Conflict Tactics Scale contains nine
items that tap verbal or psychological
abuse and nine that tap some form of phys-
ical aggression. Scores on the first nine
items were very high during pre-interven-
tion but declined as respondents pro-
gressed through the physical aggression
tactics further down the scale. On the
whole, there is generally a high response in
all nine verbal aggression tactics and four
of the physically aggressive responses,
which were categorized as moderate phys-
ical violence before intervention. Severe
physical violence is reported in 56 percent
of the cases before alcohol abuse treat-
ment. Only 1.6 percent of the respondents
reported the incidence of severe physical
violence after treatment. Moderate physical
violence is reported in 71 percent of the
cases prior to treatment. After-intervention
reports of such violence decreased to 20
percent of the cases. Verbal aggression is
reported in 94 percent of the cases prior to
intervention and in 75 percent of the cases
after intervention. This suggests that alco-
hol abuse plays a significant role in physi-
cally aggressive acts of domestic violence
and, when alcohol abuse is reduced, phys-

support, guidance, and coaching in the newer,
more difficult personnel issues.

Availability of crisis intervention ser-
vices and threat assessment. An EA profes-
sional is often needed to respond to an
immediate crisis and be part of a team that
develops management/containment strate-
gies. Some individuals may even require
more than an EA assessment or a forensic
evaluation. The proactive EA professional
should have access to a comprehensive
evaluation that includes psychological test-
ing. This evaluation must be timely because
if the process is too long, it may further esca-
(ate the difficult situation.

Management of the aftermath of a vio-
lent incident. Although it is important to
note that workplace violence is not occur-
ring in quite the epidemic proportions that
we are often led to believe, it is occurring
and at a greater rate than at other times in
recent history. It is essential for organizations
to have the ability to respond to such an
event. EA professionals must be trained to
provide debriefings and other interventions
to employees and their families when such
an occurrence takes place.

In addition to all of these services, EA pro-
fessionals should strive to take care of them-
selves.Although EA professionals may not be

ical aggression is substantially reduced.
The findings suggest that although alco-

hol abuse may not cause domestic violence,
it serves to exacerbate the problem. Alcohol
abuse exacerbates tense situations when
they exist and elevates what might have
been verbal altercations in the absence of
alcohol to severe physical abuse. Although
there is a marked reduction in the incidence
of domestic violence after alcohol abuse
treatment recovery, additional steps are nec-
essary to eliminate the violence.

The findings from this study support the
need to intervene and treat alcohol abuse as

a means of reducing domestic violence. It is
evident, however, that more extensive
understanding and more specialized inter-

ventions are needed to address what appear

to be other underlying causes of domestic

violence.

References and instruments for this arti-
cle are available from the author.

R. Paul Maiden, Ph.D, is the Chair of the
Occupational Social Work Program and
Director of the Southern Africa Forum,
University of Illinois, Chicago, Jane Addams
College of Social Work. He is also a princi-
pal in Behavioral Health Concepts, an EA
program and managed care consulting
group. ~~

on the front lines, they are subject threats,
intimidation, and acts of hostility. Further,
they may be supporting others ,who have
experienced such events. It is essential to
have resources available to help yourself
manage the impact of hostility.

District 1 Conference to
Feature Satellite Broadcast
of CISD Training

The District 1 EAPA Conference is spon-

soring a one-day, nationally broadcast
program on "Woel<place Res~~onse Lo
Critical Incidents." The program, which

will be broadcast to locations through-

out the U_S., will include nationally

la~own panelists, including:

• Dr. Mark Braverman (moderator)

• Dr. George Everly, Co-Director,

International Critical Incident Stress
Foundation

• Paul Hoover, LEAP, Director, U.S.

Air Employee Assistance Program

• Jana Carey; Labor Law Attorney
• Peter Swanson, Director, Federal

Mediation &'Conciliation Service'

For additional information,_ call confer-
ence chair. Jim O'Hair at 410-765-4887.
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PUBLIC POLICY

Reshaping the Model EA Professionals Act
by Sherry Green, J.D., Executive Director, National Alliance on Model State Drug Laws

Foreword by Sheila Macdonald, Director of Legislation and Public Policy

Excerpts from Remarks by Sherry
Green, Executive Director
National Alliance on Model State
Drug Laws, as presented to EAPA's
Fifth Annual Public Policy
Conference, Sunday, March 19,
1995, Washington, DC.

"The Model Act has created a lot of
excitement, and certainly some controversy.
It is important to Keep in mind that this act,

like all our models, are only working drafts.
They are not carved in stone. We [the
National Alliance] expect people will need
to make changes to tailor the model acts to
their particular state and local circum-
stances. We encourage people to suggest
revisions, or to draft completely new acts if
they deem it necessary. It is the concepts
embodied within the acts to which we are
committed. We believe in the value of
employee assistance professionals in
addressing substance abuse, our main issue,
and we want to help you promote your pro-
fession and your CEAP credential.

"However, you need to help us to help
you by providing us with certain informa-
tion. [The information you provide us] will
tell [us] what yoga already Know. Our [ulti-
mate] purpose is to confirm [that we under-
stand your information] and [then] to discuss
the issues from a perspective you may not
traditionally hear from.

"I come to these issues as an outsider. My
background is in criminal justice issues, not
employee assistance issues, or even health
care issues. I come to these issues from a
position of relative ignorance. Coinciden-
tally, this is the same position from which
most state legislators come to employee
assistance issues. I come as someone who is
trying to learn about your profession and
your work, and communicate that I<nowl-
edge to others.

"I also come to these issues as a legisla-
tive attorney. I spend most of my time draft-
ing statutes, analyzing statutes, and helping
others redraft statutes. I spend a lot of time
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FOREWORD
1ny prolESSional ~;ro~ip~ sociolobist5 psychol~~;ists, f~lmily therapists,

medical doctors t~ name ~ (cw have I~ng histories 1s identiiilble pro-

1~ssions. Over the years, ihESC piotessions became further defin~~~ by the

p~~ocess of state licens~n~c. f he ei~~E>loyee as5i5tlncc procession, on the other hand, is a

relatively new occupation, one that is just beginning to deal with the phenomenon of

slate liccnsure.
To cJate, one stare — Tennessee — his enacted a specific EA professionals licens~n~e

law. However, a n~nnbe~~ of oU~cr states have passed laws that impact Ian practice, and

more and more arc considering the EA licensurc issue, including Louisiana, No~lh

Clrolina, New Ham~shii~e, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Virginia, to name a few.

Several years ago, members of EAPA, recognizing that this trend would no[ disap-

pear and that it would be better to shape C{~e U~end than be shaped by il, joined with

the White I-louse Comr~~ission on Model SLatc Drug Laws to draft model anti-chug laws

for the slates. One of these laws was specifically directed at licensing EA professionlls.

n~ dra(~ed, the Model EA Professionals Act was based on the ccrlifiecl EA E~~~ofessional

(CEAP) criteria a~~d other E~af E\ standards. Il was ~~ublished along with 41 other ~7iodel

laws in December 1993. (The EAPABoarcl is on record sup~orEing, in generll, the pro-

visions of the EA licensure model; ,~additionally;the f3oardsuppo~~t5 efforts by EAP~1

chapters to pass. licensure bills based on the CEAP criteria in the states.)

Its work completed,'the White House Commission was disbanded in December

1993, Itwas;replaced by the National Alliance on Model State Drug Laws, evhich has

the primary goal of passing model anti-drug lawsin the states, including the Model EA

Professionals Acf.
Because of the Alliance's activities in the states,: Executive' Director. Sherry Green

was invited to address EAPA's Fifth Annual Public Policy Conference on i~lai~ch 19,

1995, in Washington, bC. Green; who has spent a lot of time learning about the EA

profession. and its issues, talked about how states were responding to the Model EA

Professional Act. As a result of her recent experiences, she posed new questions to the'

EA profession relating to the model law and proposed revisions to the original that are

currently being considered.
L&PP Committee Chair Jim Harting has established two working groups to review

and analyze the language of the model licensure law as well as larger issues, some pre-

viously raised by the EAPA Board, others by Green's recent remarks. To obtain. a

response from the wider membership, the L&PP Committee is providing Green's com-

ments as excerpted below. (Please note that language in brackets [] has been added for

clarification) If you have comments please fax them to Sheila Macdonald, Director,

Legislation and Public Policy (703-522-4585) and she will forward them to the L&PP

Committee's working groups.

determining whether the words reflect the
actual intent of the legislation, and what

impression the words leave on people. So
come from somewhat of a technical per-

spective as well.
"The Alliance needs to Know: Who are

you, and what do you do? The questions are
simple, but I realize the answers are more

complicated. I Know you are working dili-
gently to flesh out those answers, and
encourage you to work as expeditiously as
possible. There is a process underway and



there will be definitions of employee assis-
tance services, professionals, and programs
in statutes throughout this country.

"The real issue is: Who is going to shape
those definitions, you or someone else? In
defining yourself through statutes, i urge you
to avoid giving the impression that you are
defining yourselves through a process of
elimination.

"[If the wrong impression is given, and it
is the impression I am worried about,] the
reaction i will receive from legislators, attor-
neys general, and others we work with will
go something like this:

"'Sherry, I've read this statute, and,
frankly, I don't see any need for it. Lool< at all
these professions ... [that you have not men-
tioned in your statute.] I'm familiar with all
of them. They're well-respected professions
that already have licensing and regulatory
procedures to ensure they provide quality
services. And you must believe they already
provide quality employee assistance ser-
vices because ...[they are not mentioned] in
your statute. I don't see a need to license a
totally separate profession to provide ser-
vices that are already being provided in a
quality manner. Besides, another licensing
statute is only going to cause more work,
and consequently, more cost, for the state.
We can't afford another economic burden in
these times of budget cutting."'

"I will get this reaction for two basic rea-
sons. First, the statute as I've described it
focuses on who you're not, instead of who
you are. .That is not the impression
believe you want to leave, nor do I believe it
is the correct impression. I will also get this
reaction because the statute focuses on the
perceived similarities between you and
other professions. Again, this creates the
impression that your profession is unneces-
sary.

"It is your uniqueness that must come
through in these statutes. I Know in your
hearts and minds [that] you Know you are
unique and why you are unique. But I<now-
ing it is not enough when you're dealing
with legislators and other state officials. You
must be able to communicate your unique-
ness verbally through an education process,
and in writing through legislation.

"The National Alliance wants to help
promote your uniqueness, but you must
help us to understand it. Tell us how each of
the other professions addresses substance
abuse, again our main thrust, and how your
profession addresses substance abuse. From
those descriptions we can list the differences
between you and other professions. Those
differences reflect your uniqueness and
should be what is found in legislation.

"As you describe your unique qualities, i

asl< that you remember two factors. First,
many people in state houses don't under-
stand the nature of addiction, so it is more
difficult for them to understand the interven-
tion services you provide. In addition to edu-
catingthem about you, you need to educate
them about the disease nature of addiction.
Second, you are a coordinating force in the
workplace, a lini< to the employer, employ-
ee, and community resources. Some people
don't understand why there is a need for a
separate coordinating entity. They believe
your services can be subsumed within the
role of one of the entities to whom you are
linked. To the extent you believe you need to

You must be able
to communicate
your uniqueness
verbally through an
education process,
and in writing
through legislation.

exist separately, you need to make the rea-
sons clear to state legislators.

"You also need to be able to provide the
National Alliance with your answers to
[other] recurring concerns regarding licen-
sure. [Although it has been claimed other-
wise,] ...to the best of my Knowledge, [peo-
plefrom other professions are allowed to go
through the certification process and receive
their CEAP credential. They are not exclud-
ed simply because they are a social worker,
or psychologist, or psychiatrist. Once they
obtain the credential, they can apply like
every other CEAP to be licensed, and once
licensed, they can provide employee assis-
tance services.

"The real issue [then] is ...why are other
professionals fighting so hard to avoid prov-
ing through a licensing procedure that they
are qualified to provide [what is uniquely]
employee assistance services? One answer
may be that they feel it is unnecessary
because their own profession already has
procedures [that would ensure] that they
provide quality employee assistance ser-
vices. Consequently, they don't need the
additional economic burden of paying to
obtain an EA [professional] license. You may

agree with this argument, and exempt them
from any licensing statute.

"However, let me suggest that you
explore other possible explanations for the
great furor that has arisen over EA [profes-
sional] licensure. I have read and heard oth-
ers criticize the idea of a licensure statute,
and interestingly enough, all of those com-
plaints have come from degreed individuals.
Some of their comments started me thinking.

"Assume you have a licensing statute
with no requirement of a bachelor's degree
or higher academic degree. What does this
tell me as the consumer? it suggests that
can get quality employee assistance services
from someone other than a Ph.D., or LCSW,
or another highly degreed individual.
"Why should I care about that? Because

it suggests that I can get qual ity services from
someone who doesn't have to pass along to
me, the consumer, the cost of the thousands
of dollars spent to obtain the higher degree.
Since as the consumer I do not have to bear
that cost, it is reasonable to assume that I can
get quality services at less cost from some-
onewithout an advanced degree. [The result
could be that] consumers of employee assis-
tance services may switch suppliers and give
their business to CEAPs [who don't have] a
bachelor's or higher academic credential.

"Is this whaYs generating some of the
concern over licensure? I do not Know
because I don't have access to the informa-
tion needed to confirm its validity. But you
do.

The cost issue is an important one the
National Alliance needs you to address. We
hear many claims that licensing of EA pro-
fessionals will drive up costs to consumers
astronomically. I'm suggesting that costs to
consumers may not shift upward dramatical-
ly, that the real shift may be in who supplies
the services. You are in the best position to
determine how licensure will affect the costs
of your services.

"The third issue the National Alliance
needs you to address is the academic degree
requirement. Should a bachelors's degree or
a higher academic degree be required to
become a licensed employee assistance pro-
fessional? In giving us your answer, it will be
helpful if you can answer related questions
for us.

"If your answer is yes, is the degree in
some particular specialty related to employ-
ee assistance services? If not, how does the
degree contribute to someone's ability to
provide quality employee assistance ser-
vices?

"I often asl< people why they believe a
degree should be required. They suggest that
other professions require a degree to ensure
quality services are being provided.
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Consequently, they believe the public and
state officials will expect a degree to be
required for EA [professional] licensure to
maintain quality services. Mark Your Calendars for

"It is true other professions, including my
own, the legal profession, often require an ~ese EAPA Cha teracademic credential. But they require a
degree because it represents a body of train-
ing and knowledge in an area relevant to the

1

~onfe~encesprofession. It is my understanding that there
is no university or college which awards a
degree in employee assistance services. The Sixth Annual Conference
degree equivalent in employee assistance EAPA Southern Wisconsin Chapter
services is the CEAP credential which sym- June 1 -2, 1995
bolizes the body of knowledge in that pro- Theme: Flourishing in a Changing World
fession. Location: Marc Plaza

"ff a degree is not being required because 509 W. Wisconsin Avenue
it symbolizes a body of training, then how Mllwaul<ee, WI 533203
does it enhance someone's ability to provide Costs (before May 12). (members) $130;
quality services? I come from Montana (non-members) $140; (students) $75
where they issue a lot of forestry degrees. (after May 12): (members) $140; (non-members) $150;
How does a forestry degree help someone (students) $85.
provide quality employee assistance ser- Thursday only: $85

2vices. Friday only: $55
"The real issue is not whether there are

sufficient degree requirements for EA [pro- For ~ddltion~l Information, contact EAPA Chapter President Joe Kraus,

fessionai] licensure, but whether there are X14/768-2465, or Chrisy Ostrows4<i, 414/768-2761.

sufficient education requirements. From
what I have seen of your materials, your cer-
tification process contains substantial educa-

Annual Retreat
tion requirements.

"The ultimate answer on requiring a jointly sponsored by the

degree is obviously up to you. But it would Virginia Commonwealth and Blue Ridge Chapters

be helpful for the National Alliance if you
can respond to the questions I've raised. At Dates: May 17-19, 1995

this point, no one has persuaded me that an Location: Wintergreen Resort

academic degree is critical to maintaining Featured Speaker: Sylvia Staub, Chief Operating Officer, F~PA Headquarters

quality employee assistance services.
Costs: $75 (members); $95 (non-members)

"Lastly, we need you to clarify the intent
of your EA professional licensing statute.

10.5 PDHs available for attenci'u~g

Licensure statutes are often consumer pro-
For more information, contact Kristl Davis, 804-32~ 2200.

tection laws enacted to protect the public
against harm done by an unqualified person
providing services. If your statute allows
unlicensed people to practice, it becomes Eighth Annual Conference

difficult for us to promote the statute on a sponsored by the EAPA Alabama Chapter

strong consumer protection basis. We must
show that those [unlicensed] people (either] Dates: May 1 G-19, 1995

undergo a regulatory procedure which Location; Holiday Inn, Gulf Shores, Alabama

maintains the quality of their services at the Featured

same level as that required by the statute [or Presentations on: •Attention Deflclt Disorder

show that they should not be authorized to •Caring for Aging Parents

practice.] Otherwise, the consumer protec- •Compulsive Gambling

tion argument falls apart. • Constructive Confrontation

"If consumer protection is not the ulti- •Critical Stress Management

mate purpose of your statute, or there are •Mental Health

additional goals of your statute, we need to •Violence in the Workplace

know. In promoting the statute, we must be •Women's Health

able to tell a state legislator or attorney gen- Costs: $100 (member); $125 (non-member)
eral how the legislation helps the people in
his or her state. A key question always is: For more information, call Butch Wiley (205) 552-5203;'Shirley Culp (205)
What significant public interest does the offi- 464-2942; Paula G: King (205) 837=4765, or Julie Leavitt (205) 350-1935,
cial serve by advocating for the statute?
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by Liz McBride, CEAP, and Ed Emerson, CEAP

The theme of the 1995 Annual
Conference presents an opportunity
to honor our past and reaffirm our

value as a unique entity within the work-
places of the future. As we stretch and
explore our new possibilities, we must also
model the behaviors and attitudes of health
that we instill in our work organizations and
our clients.

The history of the employee assistance
field has been fraught with struggles and con-
flicts. We have always managed to rise above
them, resolve them, and move forward with
a renewed commitment to our work. Now
more than ever, that commitment and cohe-
siveness is of vital importance.

The 24th Annual Conference will pro-
vide aforum for discussion, learning, and
the re-establishment of our professional
identity. The Program Committee met on
April 21 to design a conference schedule
that will challenge and excite. The confer-
ence will offer papers on some of the most
powerful issues affecting EA professionals
today: Legal/ethical, organizational, treat-
ment/behavioral health, labor/management,
direct services, and partnerships.

Reflecting EAPA's willingness to stretch to
new heights, the conference will also offer
some new workshop formats. Participants
will be able to select workshops of different
lengths and will have the opportunity to
attend small workshops focused on experi-
ential, hands-on learning. The program
offers a respectful challenge to all EA profes-

sionals to define their role in assuring our
splendid future.

After the success of the Poster Sessions
and the Networking Breakfasts at the 1994
conference in Boston, the Program
Committee has decided to keep those inter-
active processes a part of the 1995 pro-
gram. We encourage brainstorming and
interaction to facilitate an atmosphere filled
with the energy needed to bridge the past
and the future through a close examination
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of our present status.
The exciting debate in Boston will be a

tough act to follow. We promise, however,
to provide you with another event of equal
force. The "Dynamic Debate of '95" will
tale a current hot topic and explore it from
every possible angle. Our purpose is to
challenge all EA professionals to seek new
ways of working together, to define how we
want to be seen, and to move toward that
vision in unity. C~
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Z~~sl~i~ o~ D.C. 11I~zv~cl~ 18-21~ >

1 EAPA member Dodie Gill, CEAP, gave an outstanding presentation on the effects of DOT regulations for an employer, a supervisor, and
an employee. 2 EAPA member Joe Lemmon, CEAP, who is also a substance abuse professional (SAP), gave an overview of the SAP duties.
3 The one-day DOT workshop was filled to capacity. 4 During a break in Dodie Gill's presentation, EAPA member Don Rothschild and
others shared information on other DOT resources.
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1 Guest speakers Dr. Joe Autry III (CSAP), Judith Peterson (Labor), and Linell
Broecker, (DEA) posed for the EAPA photographer after being greeted by
EAPA Vice President Greg De Lapp, CEAP. 2 The first Public Policy session
began on Sunday, and Jim Printup, CEAP, was among those who heard how
to lobby effectively on behalf of EAPA. 3 Legislative and Public Policy
Committee Chair Jim Harting, CEAP, took the opportunity to let
Representative Pelosi know about the EAP Association and its legislative
goals. 4 On Monday evening, George Cobbs, CEAP, gave a warm welcome to
Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), the guest of honor during the reception.
5 Bernie McCann, CEAP, was among those who posed questions to Pelosi. 6
Senator Carl Levin's (D-MI) aide (center) welcomed these EAPA members
from Michigan. 7 Time to put all that training into practice. PPC attendees
paused for a few minutes on their way to Capitol Hill, Tuesday morning.
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,~ hile some people would criticize
the churches as being great at
preaching about heavenly salva-

tion but less than responsive to our temporal
needs, the experiences of our Congrega-
tional Assistance Program are convincing
parishioners that a good many of the clergy
are interested in helping. They just need a
professional approach and a well put togeth-
er program to help them do so.

What started as a volunteer effort to
help parishioners with addiction problems at
one suburban Chicago area parish has
evolved into a program offering services to
150 churches of various denominations.
Given the size and number of churches in
the Chicago metropolitan area as well as the
receptiveness to the program so far, this out-
reach service could eventually be offered to
more than 300 congregations. Similar pro-
grams could be established in most other
areas of the country.

A Congregational Assistance Program
presents a challenging and rewarding oppor-
tunity, ideally suited to the talents of EA pro-
fessionals. As we know, an EA program
males good business sense for employers.
For churches, a similar approach males
good spiritual sense.

CAP (The Congregational Assistance
Program), is the name we eventually adopt-
ed to be all-inclusive for our outreach efforts,
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which had their beginnings at Transfiguration
Parish in Wauconda, Illinois, in October,
1990. With encouragement from several 12-
step group members, the services of an EA
program consultant, and the enthusiastic
support of the pastor, Father William Zavasl<i,
our program was launched.

With a "help-line" already established
for EA program calls, an announcement
from the pastor and accompanying promo-
tional materials were all that were needed to
get started.

Using a basic EA program approach of
assessment and referral, with a strong
emphasis on confidentiality, we took 20
calls from parishioners that first year, and
received approximately the same number of
calls each subsequent year. To date, there
have been more than 100 calls from this one
mid-sized Catholic church.

Expanding the Service

Thinking that if people are responsive at
one church, it should follow that others
would respond similarly, we made inquiries
to other congregations. The pastors with
whom we met were very supportive of the
concept as a needed and valuable service. It
became clear, however, that charging the
churches even a reasonable fee could result
in few participants.

Sponsorship

The problem of funding CAP was resolved
through the help of several fellow EAPA
members )im Grimm and Betty Reddy, who
paved the way for sponsorship by ,their
employer, Lutheran General Behavioral
Health (formerly Parl<side).

For those of you who don't Know,
Lutheran General has a long history of pro-
viding quality treatment for addictions.
Moreover, they have also supported congre-
gations in various health issues for many
years. In line with both missions, they readi-
ly agreed to become the CAP sponsor, pro-
viding funding for the program.

Having an outside consultant adminis-
ter the program in partnership with a spon-
soring organization, such as Lutheran
General, has proven to be a good combina-
tion. The outside consultant entity reassures
the pastors of our independence when it
comes to referring members. We found the
churches to be quite sensitive to having their
congregations used for marketing purposes,
and they are constantly bombarded with
offers. But at the same time, a quality sponsor,
especially one with religious ties, can be a
real asset in lending credibility to the service.

The pastors have had no problem with
clients being referred to the sponsoring orga-
nization, whenever appropriate. In our case,



"While we know those who approach us with personal problems, we have never
been sure of the others who were reluctant to do so. Since joining CAP several years
ago, we found there were quite a few. In either case, the service has been invalu-

able as a resource for our members. We are very gratefiil for the program."
REV. RICHARD OLIVER • KINGSWOOD UNITED METHODIST CHURCH •BUFFALO GROVE, ILLINOIS

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

we have referred clients to Lutheran General
for addiction treatment, mental health, and
the pastoral counseling programs in those
cases where it was the best option.

Marketing to Churches

As more churches joined CAP, it
became easier to sign up others. Of our 150
churches, all were enrolled over atwo-year
period, basically through the efforts of one
person. Forty percent of the churches con-
tacted joined.

Our marketing efforts concentrated on
"mainline" churches as our best prospects,
but the program has remained open to all
who would like to join.

Of the 150 present participating
churches, denominations include the fol-
lowing:

Lutheran 49
Catholic 42
Episcopal 15
Methodist 12
Presbyterian 11
United Church of Christ 10
Other 11

The method of marketing involved
sending out literature followed by phone
calls, which were essential. In some cases,
personal meetings were scheduled with the
pastor, the parish nurse, or the appropriate
ministry team, but in other cases a personal
meeting was not necessary.

Enrolling a church typically took three
or four phone calls and a time period of four
months from the first contact. it was not
unusual for churches to sign up even a year
after they were first contacted. To those who
pursue this market, I advise you to be persis-
tent and remember that patience is a virtue.

The Response to CAP

bers of the various congregations. With more
than 500 calls received so far, statistics have
remained steady:

Callers

75% female callers
25% male callers

Concerns

45% concern about self
55% concern about a family member

Problems

65% Alcohol and/or Drugs
20% Emotional
15% Other addictions/problems

in regard to referrals by individual
churches, it should be kept in mind that the
churches vary greatly in size, from less than
100 members to thousands. From some
churches only one or two calls can reason-
ably be expected in a year, while others
could generate 25 or more calls.

How well churches promote the pro-
gram is an important factor for the utilization
rate, as we know from EA professionals. If the
members don't know about it, they obviously
can't use it, which is the case in about one-
third of the churches who have enrolled in
CAP. The rest of the churches are doing a fair-
lygood job of spreading the word about CAP.

Positive Response by the Pastors

A recent survey sent to the pastors of all
the participating churches indicated over-
whelmingsatisfaction with the program. Out
of the 150 questionnaires sent out, 100 were
completed, fora 66 percent return rate—a
very good response.

Points of interest:

For the past two years, we have received an •Many of the pastors personally acted
average of 25 calls each month from mem- as referral agents when they were

approached by a troubled individual.
• A good number of the pastors (35) had

recommended CAP to other pastors in
different congregations.

• Because of the understandable sensi-
tivity of personal problems, not many
of the pastors had received feedback
from parishioners who used the ser-
vice, but those who did offer feed-
bacl< (10) were very positive in their
comments.

Summary

While churches are a natural place for mem-
bers to start the spiritual healing process and
receive guidance for alcoholism and other
addictions, for a variety of reasons, the
churches as a whole have been less than
responsive in this role. Whereas a few pas-
tors have the knowledge, interest, and moti-
vation to help their own congregations, most
have not demonstrated this type of outreach
as a high priority.

CAP represents a comprehensive, pro-
fessional approach, especially attractive
because of the confidentiality aspect and the
fact that the program can. easily be estab-
lished. Furthermore, because of the nature of
the program as a telephone information and
referral service, hundreds of churches can
have access to their own personal consultant
at a very reasonable cost.

And while funding is always a chal-
lenge, sponsorship of such an effort can
have direct, measurable results on the mis-
sion of a variety of institutions, including
health care organizations, government agen-
cies involved in prevention, and the church
bodies themselves.

Paul Kelly, of Ray Kelly Associates, has been
an EAP Consultant in Chicago and a mem-
ber of EAPA since 1979. For further informa-
tion about CAP, he would welcome
inquiries at 708/526-0111.

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .

"I don't know why any church would not want to take advantage of such a pro-
gram. It's confidential, easy to implement, and effective in helping our parishioners.
To us, it's like having another staff member, one we otherwise could not afford."

REV. WILLIAM ZAVASKI •TRANSFIGURATION CHURCH • WAUCONDA, ILLINOIS
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by Richard G. Wall, J.D., CEAP

'n 

November 1994, just before the open-
ing of the 24th Annual Conference in
Boston, a routine media inquiry led Kay

Springer, Director of Communications at
national headquarters, to an outstanding
opportunity for EAPA. Upon hearing that
the American Bar Association (ABA) was
looking for participants in a panel on
"Medical Privacy in the Workplace," Kay
contacted Mark Mallery, Esq., Program
Chair for an ABA Subcommittee on Health
Issues in the Workplace, and offered the ser-
vices of EAPA representatives.

After input and support from then
EAPA President Sandra Turner, CEAP, in
selecting candidates for this mission, Susan
Spiegel, Esq., Medco/PPC General Counsel,
and I were invited* to present the EAPA per-
spective on workplace medical privacy and
confidentiality to more than 150 lawyers
attending the 1995 ABA Mid-Winter
Meeting of the Committee on Employee
Rights and Responsibilities in Key West,
Florida. It was a real honor to address the
ABA as an EA professional. Susan and
rarely get to address groups of attorneys. It
was a wonderful opportunity to talk directly
to legal professionals specializing in an area
...................................................................................
*Both Mobil and Medco/PPC provided full
funding for these EAPA representatives to
attend this special meeting.
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of the law that has been so controversial for
our profession.

Susan and I joined a very distinguished
panel of legal experts. They were:

• Professor Mark A. Rothstein,
Professor of Law and Director, Health
Law and Policy Institute, University of
Houston Law Center; he is one of the
pre-eminent authorities on workplace
medical privacy;

• Craig M. Cornish, Esq., a well-recog-
nized Denver, Colorado, attorney
specializing in employee rights;

• T. Jay Wray, Esq., an employment law
specialist who offered the employer's
perspective; and

• Connye Yvonne Harper, Esq., an
attorney for United Auto Workers.

"Complete" Confidentiality

The lawyers in the audience seemed
particularly interested in hearing Susan's
perspective and mine, given all the negative
publicity EA programs received in 1994
regarding confidentiality.

first described my challenge as an
internal EA program coordinator, imple-
menting abroad brush program with a lim-
ited confidentiality provision. When Mobil
implemented a new EA program, we
enabled employees to self-refer directly to

external EA clinicians for assessment and
short-term treatment. Management wanted
to hold on to some control over the employ-
ees' return to work, however, and particu-
larly wanted to ensure continued compli-
ancewith the company's Alcohol and Drug
Control Policy. This was accomplished, at
least initially, by requiring our EA program
contractors to notify in-house physicians
whenever an employee self-referred to the
EA program with a substance use/abuse
problem.

The local EA program affiliate counselor
was required to review with each employee
a detailed statement of understanding
explaining this requirement before the first
session. This one-page, rather daunting,
densely worded legal document warned
employees that any mention of substance use
or abuse would be reported to a company
physician for review. Of course, this state-
ment reassured them that the information
would remain "medically confidential," and
no one else in the company could get at it
without a signed release. Our in-house physi-
cianswould then review the assessment with
the outside EA clinician to determine if the
employee was fit to return to duty. As you
can well imagine, this requirement was very
difficult to sell to employees as an exception
to "complete confidentiality."

Our work force was generally unfamil-



iar with the intricacies of workplace privacy
issues, especially medical confidentiality
checks and procedures. It didn't seem to
matter that the information was given to a
medical professional invoking a "privileged
communication." All the employees
seemed to hear was that someone at the
company would find out and they just did-
n't trust that process.

tried to impress on this audience of
attorneys the delicate balancing act internal
EA professionals play. We always seem to
be reassuring clients that their communica-
tions was the EA professional are confiden-
tial. The most difficult problem we faced
was the employee's perception that there is
no real confidentiality. You can imagine
how discouraging this statement of under-
standingmust have been at the beginning of
each EA program session.

In 1994, for a variety of reasons, our
company changed this condition, making
the EA program "completely confidential."
Mobil did away with the cumbersome
requirement to immediately report an
employee's substance use back to Mobil's
medical department. And, after hearing
about some huge jury awards in cases
where a company had some Knowledge
and failed to act responsibly, or acted negli-
gently, Mobil's management agreed it was
time to shift reliance for notification of
potential dangerousness to the outside EA
program clinicians under the duty to warn
requirement. Employees were relieved, pro-
gram utilization picked up, and manage-
ment seems comfortable now with the EA
professional's handling of these kinds of
problems. So far, "complete confidentiality"
has worked out fine.

Susan Spiegel, Esq., gave these lawyers
an inside glimpse of Medco/PPG's perspec-
tive on confidentiality of EA program
records. She outlined specific management
practices and working procedures at PPC
regarding confidentiality. For example,
Susan pointed out that in any case where
confidentiality might have been breached
for any reason, the case must be reviewed
by PPG's legal department before any action
is taken.

Panel Discussion

My sense was that the panel discussion
was a very illuminating session for most of
the lawyers in the room. After our panel dis-
cussion, the audience had a choice of
attending different breakout sessions for fur-
ther discussions. Ours seemed to be the
most popular. Most of the questions were
directed to Susan and revolved around how
PPC strives to maintain confidentiality.

~. ,

These lawyers seemed genuinely interested
in how EA professionals actually treat confi-
dential information. Susan and I both
sensed that we were being invited to
address questions related to the fundamen-
tal EA program core technology. What hap-
pens when management refers someone to
the EA program? What happens procedural-
ly? What is documented? Who gets noti-
fied? What information is communicated
back to the employer? Are there exceptions?
It was quite satisfying to address these issues
and, at the same time, to clarify EA program
practices and professional standards.

This meeting marked the first official
cooperative effort between EAPA and the
ABA. Our hosts expressed an interest in
developing this relationship further. From
my perspective as chair of the Internal
Program Managers Committee, I can't think
of a more strategic partnership for illuminat-
ing and clarifying EA program confidentiali-
tythan arelationship between EAPA and the
ABA.

Future Possibilities

want to commend Kay Springer and
Sandra Turner for seizing this opportunity
for EAPA. This ABA group represents the
front line of the legal profession on work-
place medical privacy issues.

Our audience seemed to be interested
and committed legal professionals who
understood and respected us as EA profes-
sionals. Our two organizations have quite a
lot in common, actually. I felt there was a
meeting of the minds regarding our profes-
sional ethics, standards, and practices for
maintaining client confidentiality. Imust
admit that I thoroughly enjoyed this first
joint venture between EAPA and the ABA. It
was a terrific first date. I am already looking
forward to our next joint effort to clarify and
demystify EA confidentiality.

Richard G. Wall, J.D., CEAP, is EA program
manager for Mobil Corporation, and Chair
of EAPA's Internal Program Managers
Committee.

NOTE: EAPA is currently working on a con-
fidentiality brochure and other initiatives
that would help increase EA program confi-
dentiality. More information will be provid-
ed in future issues of the Exchange. ~~
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ON THE LABOR FRON'P

National Substance Abuse Institute to
Serve Organized labor
by Elena Carr, CEAP

The George Meany Center for Labor
Studies, in cooperation with-the AFL-
CIO Department of Community

Services,- has established a National
Substance Abuse Institute. Located. on the
George Meany Center campus in Silver
Spring, Maryland, the Institute will .serve as
a clearinghouse to provide information,
technical assistance, and training about
substance abuse prevention to union lead-
ers, members, and their families. The goal of
the institute, which is funded primarily by
the Department of Labor (DOL), is to
heighten awareness among union leaders
about substance abuse and to provide them
with options for making substance abuse
prevention a priority issue within their orga-
nizations. The Institute's specific focus is to
assist unions in establishing effective
Member Assistance Programs (MAPS) and
Employee-Assistance Programs (EAPs).

Organized Labor Leads the Way

While the central purpose of labor
organizations has always been to respond to
their members' needs and concerns in the
workplace, labor also has a history of estab-
lishing and promoting community initia-
tives that improve workers' lives. In fact, the
AFL-CIO, through its Department of
Community Services, has long assisted
workers and their families in coping with
personal hardships, including substance
abuse problems.

The problem of drug and alcohol
abuse continues to increase in community
after community, and sooner or later, cross-
es over into the workplace. Unions have
long been providing leadership in respond-
ing to this problem and many have exem-
plary MAPS or EAPs available to their mem-
bers and their families. In addition, through
its millions of members, 82 affiliated
unions, 614 local labor councils, and 51
state federations, the AFL-CIO has unique
channels for gathering and communicating
important information about substance
abuse prevention and treatment that direct-
ly affects union members.
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The receptiveness and support of DOL
reflects recognition of the important role
that labor has played in creating workplace
communities that discourage substance
abuse. The Substance Abuse Institute offers
a unique and promising approach in that it
shifts the paradigm of the drug-free work-
place from the employer to the employee.
While much has been written and studied
about the role of the employer in maintain-
ing asafe and drug-free work environment,
little has been done to support significant
employee involvement. Unfortunately,
managements approach to employees has
generally been more punitive than preven-
tative, relying heavily on drug-testing,
which barely makes a dent in this pervasive
problem.

While MAPS and EAPs offer a balanced
and compassionate approach to helping
employees and to improving access to treat-
ment services, the majority of employees in
America's workplaces do not have the ben-
efit of such programs. The establishment of
the Institute is intended to address this
imbalance by developing the labor infra-
structure to enhance joint management/
labor initiatives addressing substance
abuse.

"Ultimately, this union movemen( fo
increase effective ~-vork~~l~ce-based sub-
stancc abuse ~~revention end trealmenL ~~ro-

grams may ~~rove lie}~ in reversing the

nafionwicle trend tow~rcl subs(ancc abuse."

- Ted Mapes,CEAP, TWU Local 100;
Labor Director, Employee Assistance
Professionals ̀Association.

EAPA Leadership

The establishment of this Institute is a
direct result of the involvement and urging
of numerous EAPA representatives, includ-
ing President George Cobbs, CEAP, and for-
mer EAPA Labor Director Jack McCabe,
who took part in various discussions and
meetings leading up to the project award in
September 1994. Two EAPA members have

been hired to head up the Institute and will
work closely with their EAPA colleagues to
ensure that labor unions have access to
quality services that meet their specific
needs and adhere to EAPA standards.

Joe McGarry, CEAP, was hired as the
Institute's EAP Specialist in February 1995.
Joe served as an EA program representative
for more than 12 years for UAW Local 12 in
Toledo, Ohio, at the Chrysler/Jeep plant. Joe
has been a certified union counselor since
1985, a CEAP since 1993, and has served
on many local and state community agency
boards related to substance abuse treatment
and prevention. Prior to coming to the
Washington, D.C., area to work on this pro-
ject, Joe was active in the Toledo Chapter of
EAPA. He has now joined the Potomac
Chapter and has been asked to serve on
EAPA's Legislative and Public Policy
Committee.

was appointed in December 1994 as
the Institute's director and have been active
as an officer in the D.C. Chapter of EAPA for
the past five years, serving on the Small
Business Committee since its inception, and
now serving on the Labor Committee.
have extensive experience in assisting orga-
nizations in implementing substance abuse
prevention programs, and for four years
served at the Association of Flight
Attendants national headquarters, providing
support, consultation, and training to the
150 volunteer union counselors who pro-
vide peer assistance.

Institute Products and Services

Information Clearinghouse

Recognizing that although there are
numerous exemplary union programs, there
has been no readily available, centralized
source of reliable information to help those
who wish to develop union-based sub-
stance abuse prevention and treatment pro-
grams, the Institute will gather pertinent
information into an easily accessible elec-
tronic database. This database will be part
of the developing LaborNet systems, which



is a special interest group conference that
runs on CompuServe and is sponsored by
the AFL-CIO.

The Institute will also share informa-
tion with the DOL-sponsored Substance
Abuse Information Database (SAID) and
will promote its usage. SAID, a computer
software program designed to increase
employer access to the latest worl<place-
related substance abuse information avail-
able, contains a great deal of useful infor-
mation but does notyet include information
designed to assist labor. SAID, which could
be useful fo EA professionals, is available
free by calling 1-800-808-0965.

Survey Research

To enable unions to tailor assistance
programs to the conditions and resources of
their local communities, the Institute will
survey unions on existing programs and
identify examples of "best practices." These
examples are intended to help to raise the
confidence. that leaders have in the effec-
tiveness of 2ssistance programs.

The first of two surveys will be used to
obtain a full range of institutional responses
to the problem of substance abuse and will
be distributed to all AFL-CIO Central Labor
Councils, State Federations, and to selected
intermediate union bodies, local unions,
and national/international unions: The sec-
ond survey will be used to extract more
detailed best practices from selected
respondents.

Manuals for Union Leaders

Working with various research institu-
tions, the staff will apply criteria to distin-
guish these.best practices and to ensure that
labor unions developing MAPS or contract-
ing for EA programs will be educated con-
sumers. Based on the results of surveys con-

ducted by the Institute, two manuals—
"How to Organize a Member Assistance
Program" and "How to Choose an
Employee Assistance Program"—will be
written and distributed to unions.

Education and Training Programs

The Institute will develop educational
and training programs and materials for
labor leaders, staff representatives, stew-
ards, volunteer counselors, union members,
and their families. Training programs and
materials will cover topics such as:

1. Representing members in discipline
and discharge cases relative to sub-
stance abuse;

2. Negotiating contracted clauses relat-
ed to substance abuse, including
benefits coverage and EAP imple-
mentation

3. Developing and managing MAPS
and EAPs;

4. Developing techniques 'for peer
counseling, intervention, and sup-
port; and

5. Providing substance abuse educa-
tion for working parents.

These programs will be delivered on the
local level by experienced labor educators
who will be prepared through train-the-
trainer programs at the George Meany
Center.

For more information contact:
Substance Abuse Institute
George Meany Center for Labor Studies
10000 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903
301-431-1239 fax: 301-431-1654

Elena Carr, CEAP, is the director of the
Substance Abuse Institute at the George
Meant' Center for Labor Studies. ~s~

THE GEORGE I~EANY CENTER
The George Meant' Center for Laboe Studies is an educational institution affiliated
with the American Federation of Labor and Co~igress,~f Industrial Organizations
(AFL-CIO). The,Cenfer was established in 1969~to provide. leadership eduction f~i
` officers staff,'' and members of AFL-CIO affiliates. Since 1974, when die Center
opened its 47-acre campus in Silver Spring, Maryland, more than 75,000 union leacl-
ers have'participated in its labor studies and workshops in topics such as organizing,

'negotiating, arbitration, communications; laboe relations, labor education tech-
niques,'and safety and health In addition to these non-crediYofferings; the Center
offers a course of study leading to certification as an Employee Benefits Specialist
and a program which leads to a bachelorof arts degree in labor studies from Antioch
University. Starting this summer, a master's in labor studies will also be available
through a cooperative program with the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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Harvard Surveys EAPA IVlembers for
Domestic Violence Study

May rs...

Mental Health Month

According to the National Community
Mental Healthcare Council (NCMHC), May
is Mental Health Month. This year, NCMHC
is celebrating its 25th anniversary and the
32nd anniversary of the community mental
healthcare movement.

Recent studies have shown that mental
and addictive disorders affect millions of
Americans in any given year. For example:

• 3 million people are affected by
schizophrenia;

• 2 million people suffer from manic
depression;

• more than 2 million people experi-
ence major depression;

• 800,000 individuals have a panic
disorder;

• just over 1 million Americans have
obsessive-compulsive disorders.

NCMHC says the answer lies in cost-
effective, quality and consumer-responsive,
community-based behavioral healthcare
benefits. For example, a study reported in
the October 1994 issue of Open Minds
showed that participation in aftercare behav-
ioral health designed to address mental
health issues played a significant role in

helping individuals continue to abstain from
alcohol and drugs.

Charles G. Ray, CEO of the NCMHC
urges everyone to "Keep our community
leaders informed of the ever-present need for
community mental healthcare."

Older Americans Month

Every year, Older Americans Month has
the general goal of paying tribute to the con-
tributions of older Americans and reaffirm-
ing he nation's commitment to preserving
their quality of life. In 1995, the theme is
"Aging: Generations of Experience," and the
celebration will have a fourfold purpose:

Harvard School of Public Health Studying Relationship Between Domestic Violence and Workplace Violence

AIthough many criminal justice,
social service, education, and health
care programs have addressed the

issue of domestic violence, there is little evi-
dence that this issue is being studied by the
corporate sector.

Nancy E. Isaac, Sc.D., with the Injury
Control Center of Harvard School of Public
Health, is now conducting a study to
explore the responsiveness of the corporate
sector to domestic violence through a sur-
vey of EA professionals, interviews with EA
and. other corporate professionals, and an
in-depth case study.

Because EA professionals are frequently
involved in preventive health programs,
such as weight reduction, exercise, or stress
management workshops for employees,
they are considered the focal point for this
study on the corporate response to personal
and work-related problems of employees.

Isaac says, "EA professionals area (ogi-
cal target for a survey on how corporate
American responds to the effects of domes-
ticviolence on the work force." Through in-
person interviews with approximately 60
corporate. professionals from employee
assistance programs as well. as human
resources, medical, and legal affairs depart-
ments, Isaac hopes to provide depth and
context to this critical issue.
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The three components of the studyare as
follows:
1. Survey of EA professionals. Isaac will
select a random sampling (n=500) of EAPA
members, who are EA professionals from
predominantly large corporations. These
people will receive a written survey cover-
ingthe following topics:

• The extent to which domestic vio-
lence is seen as a significant issue in
employees' lives;

• Qualitative assessments of the influ-
ence of domestic violence on
employee health, absenteeism,..
turnover, and productivity;

•Specific corporate policies (if any):
related to domestic violence;

• Corporate readiness to respond to
specific events (for example, stalling
or abuse that extends to the work-'
place);

• Legal issues;
• Barriers to corporate involvement;
• Prevention programs (including

brochures, seminars, brown bag
lunches) aimed at domestic or relat-
ed issues;

• Linkages to other sectors;
• Descriptions of (anonymous) cases _

handled at the work site.

All survey responses will be anonymous.

2. In-person Interviews. A broad' range of
corporate professionals in five' sites across
the country (Boston and one site each' in the.
South, Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, ancJ West)
will be interviewed in person. Officials from
several companies will be interviewed at
each site, as will personnel from the com-
pang EA program, human resources, securi-
ty, corporate medicine, legal affairs, and
management. These interviews may also
form the basis of short case studies.

3. Case Studies. Isaac intends to make an in-
depth study of the Polaroid Corporation in
Boston, which has taken unusual steps in
response to the issue of domestic violence,
both among its own employees and within
the community and larger society.

The end products of this research will
provide a baseline measure of corporate
sector responses and should suggest some
of the most productive ways to enhance
both the internal response to this problem
and the integration of the corporate sector
with other respondents.

If Nancy Isaac contactsyou, please par-
ticipate to the fullest extent possible in this
worthy effort. For further information, con-
tact: Dr, Nancy Isaac, 617-432-3768.



~~at~onal Drug Control Strategy ,. ;
:1994 Regional

EAPA members in California gathered for a photo during the 1994 Regional Meeting to dis-
cuss the National Drug Control Strategy. Pictured here are (left to right) Steve Langa,
Chevron; Sharon Miller, Department of Water and Power; Gary DeBlasio, Hughes; Deborah
Marsala, REACH - EAP; Pierre Stoltz, REACH - EAP. Also attending but not pictured here
were Gary Schindler, American Airlines, and Bob Kovelesky, United Airlines.

•Recognizing the contributions of
older Americans and the precious
resources they represent for their
families, communities, and the
nation;

• Saluting the efforts of the agencies,
organizations, and individuals
whose day-to-day work improves the
lives of older Americans;

• Honoring the many older people
who will help the federal govern-
ment male critical policy decisions
affecting the lives of older people for
years to come;

• Marking the many historically signif-
icant milestones that occur this year,
such as the 60th anniversary of
Social Security and the 30th anniver-
saries of the Older Americans Act,
Medicare, Medicaid, and the Foster
Grandparent Program.

NASW Offers "Things Children
Can Do to Stop Violence"

The National Association of Social
Workers (NASW) has launched its 1995
public service campaign entitled "Stopping
Violence Starts with Me...and Ends with Us!"
The materials consist of two brochures, one
targeted to children and the other to adults.
Also available are colorful T-shirts with the
campaign slogan. When unfolded, both
brochures become posters, listing things
children and adults can do to help stop vio-
lence.

According to NASW Executive Director
Sheldon R. Goldstein, "Violence can seem

overwhelming and frightening to children if
they think they are helpless and there is
nothing they can do." These materials have
been developed to get children involved
and to give them activities they can do.

To order T-shirts ($10 for adults; $9 for
youth) call 1-800-950-7701. To receive a
free copy of the brochures, send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to: Office of
Pubic Affairs, National Association of Social
Workers, 750 First Street, N.E., Suite 700,
Washington, D.C. 20002.

New Study Shows Healthcare
Costs Slowed by Marketplace
Competition and Managed Care

A 1995 study performed by Towers
Perrin shows that healthcare costs are
expected to increase less than two percent in
1995, based on the combined effects of
competition in the healthcare marketplace
and increasing effectiveness of managed
care in controlling costs.

The study, which was reported in the
March 1995 issue of Healthcare System
Reform Alert, shows that for almost every
type of health plan, the average cost
increase from 1994 to 1995 was less than
two percent, down from six percent for 1993
to 1994. Retiree healthcare costs also
declined to three percent from nine percent
in the previous year.

Richard Ostuw, Towers Perrin's chief
actuary, said, "This low rate of cost
growth...shows the continuing positive
effects of managed care and competitive
forces in the healthcare industry."

New Drug-Free. Workplace Kit
Offers How-To Information for
Small Businesses

The Center for Substance Abuse
Prevention (CSAP) has developed a new I<it
designed to assist small businesses in setting
up low-cost, effective alcohol and other
drug prevention policies and programs.
Making Your Workplace Drug Free: A Kit for
Employers can be ordered free by calling the
National Clearinghouse on Alcohol and
Drug Information at 1-800-729-6686.

Included in the kit are 12 employer tip

sheets explaining the components of a Drug-

Free Workplace Program, how to create a

drug-free workplace policy, and how

employee assistance professionals help with

the program. Also included are posters,
stickers, and contact information for other
publications and organizations that can pro-
vide more resources.

Book News—Coping with
Workplace Change: Dealing with
Loss and Grief

With layoffs, mergers, and corporate
restructuring common in today's workplace,
employees often experience tremendous
feelings of loss, fear, and rage as they cope
with change—expected or unexpected.

Coping with Workplace Change:
Dealing with Loss and Grief was written to
help human resource, personnel, organiza-
tional development, and employee assis-
tance staff help staff during difficult times,
such as downsizing and restructuring. In
addition to describing what to expect from
employees coping with change, it provides
many suggestions that could help reduce the
intensity of reactions, length of transition
grief, and extent of lowered productivity.

For more information, contact Dr. J. Shep
Jeffreys at 410-730-3310, or Robin Mitchell
(Crisp Publications) at 415-323-6100.

Now Available: The Complete
Women's Health Resource
Directory

Women's Health America is pleased to
announce the premier issue of the Women's
Health America Infolog: The Complete
Women's Health Resource Directory. The 32-
page resource offers health communicators,
professionals, and consumers access to infor-
mation about women's health.

Complimentary copies of this new publi-
cation are available by calling 1-800-858-
3980 (24 hours a day). There is a shipping
fee of $3 for every 25 Infologs ordered. ~~
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CERTIFICATION UPDATE

jamalCo Introduces First EAP
An In-,House Model Fits Best with Jamaica's Limited Service System

by Ken Burgess, M.Ed., CEAP, Marcia Forbes, R.N., and Jan Lopez

On July 72, the E~1CG will meet in
Clarencl~n, Jamaica. Jamalco/f~LCDA-
~-vill liosi the meeting; and a new F.APA
chapter wiN open with a special meeting
and: ~iresentation. As a result of the
arrangernenrs made available byALCOA,
the meeting expenses will be the same as
if fhe GiCC hacl met in Arlington,
Virginia..The following report descrihes
the challenges ahead forJamalco/ALCOn
and the new EAPA chapter

amaica" — "beautiful beaches, tropical
sun, great music, lots of time to relax
and time for fun." Right? "Not totally

right —Mon!" Sure, Jamaica is a beautiful
country. It does have beautiful beaches, but
like most Caribbean countries, Jamaica also
has its share of poverty and unemployment.
It also has. its share of behavioral health
problems.

The beaches are the Jamaica that every
tourist sees. Inland Jamaica is a much dif-
ferentplace, and the area that tourists rarely
visit. Inland Jamaica is working class
Jamaica and the site of a new EAP.

Located approximately 1,000 kilome-
ters from the south of Florida, Jamaica is
about a 1.5 hour flight from Miami on
slightly more than 170 kilometers from the
south of Cuba. Eleven thousand square
kilometers in area, Jamaica has all of the
features of a continent —high mountain
ranges (the Blue Mountains are 7,400 feet in
altitude), desert-dry coastal plains, savan-
nas, rolling pasture lands, and tropical rain
forests. Jamaica is amulti-racial country
with a population of 2.5 million people.
The culture is predominantly African in ori-
gin and has been influenced by the English,
Irish, Scotch, French, German, Spanish, and
Chinese. The official language is English.
Divided into 14 parishes, Jamaica has a
two-party government, is democratic in
nature, but still maintains sentimental ties to
Great Britain.
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A Joint Venture

Jamalco Operations (a .joint venture
between the Government of Jamaica and
The Aluminum Company of America -
ALCOA) is located in Clarendon in South
Central Jamaica. Jamalco is a mining, refin-
ing, and shipping company employing
approximately 1,000 workers. Bauxite ore
(for smelting aluminum) is mined in the
Mocho Mountains, transported by 50 ton
trucks to the railhead, and carried by train to
the refinery located in Clarendon. The ore
is then refined into alumina, and shipped to
many countries around the world. About
60 percent of Jamalco's work force is union-
ized and represented by the University and
Allied Worker's Union.

During 1991, Jamalco's Medical
Director Dr. Edward Wright, and Public
Relations Supervisor Marcia Forbes, R.N.,
began looking into the possibility of starting
an EA program at Jamalco. After researching
the topic, they contacted me in Pittsburgh,
and enlisted my help in presenting the con-
cept to Jamalco's management team. Ron
Flournoy, )amalco's Managing Director, had
worked in the United States as a manager
and was Knowledgeable and supportive of
EA programs. Ron was also deeply com-
mitted to the value of his work force. The
challenge for Ron was to develop an EA
program which fit the culture of Jamaica.

Planning for a Good Fit

From idea to program inception, the
EA program took a little over one year to
develop and involved many discussions
between management, the union, and the
community. Marcia Forbes agreed to
become the EAP Administrator and spear-
headed this discussion phase.

The team spent considerable time
researching the service needs of the loca-
tion and the prevalency and _types of prob-
lemsfound in Jamaica. Jamaica is quite dif-
ferent from the United States, and although

there are great service needs; the country
lacks adequate mental health and substance
abuse treatment resources. In all of
Jamaica, for example, only eight detoxifica-
tion beds are available for substance depen-
dency treatment. Fewer than 20 beds are
available for residential substance abuse
treatment. Mental health .resources are
somewhat more prevalent, but generally
found only in the large urban center of
Kingston — almost two hours by car from
Clarendon.

The Jamalco needs assessment
revealed that the program would have to
provide many of its services internally. Few
community services are available.
Consequently, as such, Jamalco would need
an adequately staffed and very competent
clinical team. Employee benefits in Jamaica
simply do not cover most behavioral health
care services, and psychiatric care, costing
up to $1,000 Qamaican) per hour, is cost-
prohibitive for most of the population. At
Jamalco, the cost of psychiatric evaluation
and any medication management would
have to be paid for by the company through
an internal psychiatrist consultant.

What sold Jamaico on committing to
this program? From the onset, both man-
agement and the union agreed that there
was great need for this type of service, and
both agreed on the value of this service to
the employees and families of Jamalco.

Substance Abuse Problems

While problems in Jamaica differ little
from the types of problems seen elsewhere
in the world, the magnitude of problems
may be greater. Jamaica is atrans-shipping
port for the South American cocaine/crack
trade. Compounding drug usage problems
is the fact that marijuana (ganja) is readily
available throughout Jamaica,. and its use,
though not totally accepted; is common.
Jamaican ganja is much more,powerful than
marijuana grown in other parts of the world.

Alcohol is more frequently used than



A plaque commemorates the start of oper-
ations of the Jamalco Joint Venture on
January 1, 1980.

in the U.S., and is very socially acceptable..
Beer, wine, and liquor are sold not only in

bars and taverns, but also in all supermar-

I<ets and at roadside stands and shops locat-

ed along all highways. A particularly potent

form of distilled rum (called "I<ulul<ulu") is

cheap and available. Because Jamaicans

are accustomed to regular alcohol use,

abuse of alcohol is generally denied or

overlooked in Jamaican culture. Driving-

under-the-influence laws are just now being

discussed. "Laissez-faire" has always been

the doctrine of law and order, and
Jamaicans do not take well to government
intervention and control. Jamaican men

have a difficult time accepting help of any

Kind, particularly counseling assistance,

and the stigma associated with mental

health problems is very strong.

The Jamalco EAP Committee accepted

these challenges, and outreach and de-
stigmatization activities have been I<ey ele-

ments of the program since it began in

1993. In order to have a strong chemical

Pictured (left to right) are: Basil Edwarde,
chief union delegate; Rev. Learoy
Campbell, community representative;
Jeff DuHue; Marcia Forbes, chairman;
Dr. Edward-Wright, medical director;
Staunton Knott, and Dane Clarke.
Missing: Valbert Page.

dependency and intervention component,

the company contracted with Addiction

Alert of Jamaica, the only outpatient
drug/alcohol service available on the Island.
Addiction Alert has modeled its program-

ming after the Hazelton model, and it is
strongly 12-step oriented. Dr. Frank Knight,

a psychiatrist, provides consultation to
Jamalco through the contract with Addiction

Alert, and has been influential in helping the

Jamalco staff to successfully assess underly-

ing chemical dependency problems. The

Jamalco staff currently consists of Marcia

Forbes, R.N., program administrator trainer;

Monica Baker, social worker, EAP counselor;

and, Frank Knight, M.D., psychiatrist/consul-

tant. This team provides a brief treatment
approach to therapy, with a strong chemical

dependency focus.

The Bottom Line

And how has the program done? In
their first year of operation, the Jamalco EAP
team provided services to 90 individuals,
with only 5 being referred to an outside
resource. Mission accomplished! Referrals
for the current year have already surpassed
Jamalco's and Alcoa`s expectations.

If the Jamalco program sounds familiar,
think of the EAP Core Services Model.
Jamalco has taken the Core Services Model
very seriously, and this company's EAP
Committee has a great deal to be proud of.
When working outside of the United States,
recommend this approach because it's

best to keep things as simple as
possible." C~

EACC-Approved
Conferences and
Workshops

Southwestern School for Behavioral

Health Studies
May 37 in Tucson, AZ
"~I~iansition: Thriving; instead

of Surviving," 3.5 hrs.
Contact Susan Villaesusa
602-721-38313.

EAPA Columbia River Chapter

June 2 in Portland, Oregon

"H~imcr as a Tool for

Communication, Team Building and

Eap Program Promotion," "I hr.

Contact Michael Sweeney

503-266-1057.

EAPA Granite State Chapter

June 7 in Manches[cr, NH

"AIDS in the Wo~iq~lacc:

How an EmE~loyec Assistance

Program Can f-iclp"

2 hrs. Contact Lee Page

603-£3£33-~I 314.

Ohio State University FASAP

July 3"I - August ~ in Columbus, OI-I

°Working wide Couples and

Families in Therapy°

9.5 hes.

Contact Shirley Funt

6"I ~1-292-8571 .

Focus on 2000: Creative
Collaboration in a Changing
EAP Market

International Association of EAPs
in Education Annual Conference

November 1 U-"I "I , 1995

Seattle, Washington

Call for Papers

Contacfi
Dr. Charlene Gooch, Coordinator'

Employee Assistance Program

Iowa State University,

3rd floor SS[3

Ames, IA 500"I 1

(5"15) 294-5069;

((ax) (.515) 294-5025
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Pilot DOT Workshop Works
by Sheila Macdonald, Director of Legislation and Public Policy

EAPA sponsored a pilot workshop on
Department of Transportation (DOT)
alcohol and drug testing rules in

Washington, D.C., on March 18, 1995. All
workshop seats were filled and it was very
helpful judging from participant comments
and evaluations.

Attendees agreed that the intense, all-
day session achieved its primary goal of
training them in the use of the five EAPA-
sponsored DOT videos, produced in coop-
eration with Buckley Productions, Inc. As a
result of the training, participants would
have the skills and information necessary to
wori< with company management, supervi-
sors, and employees to set up drug and
alcohol testing programs.

in addition, questions about substance
abuse professional (SAP) qualifications and
functions were covered. Also offered was
cutting edge information on DOT rules,
ideas for marketing to small business, and
how to price EAP and/or SAP services.

Materials included EAPA's basic DOT
information packet (all the rules plus rule
updates through February 14, 1995). Speaker
handouts covered examples of company,
union, and local government testing plans.
Since most in the audience were generally
familiar with the rules, the level of questions
and participation was exceptionally high.

The main presenter, Dodie Gill, CEAP,
co-director of the Arlington County (VA)
Public Schools EA program, used her com-
prehensive program as a backdrop for her
presentation. She showed how to integrate
the Buckley videos and materials at each
stage of the education and training process.
She also talked about developing implemen-
tation plans, identifying testing labs and
medical review officers (MROs), and estab-
(ishing confidential telephone and fax lines,
as well as segregated files. In addition, she
explained how her EA program carries out
SAP services. Gill provided valuable mate-
rials and slide outlines for use by those run-
ning testing programs.

Joe Lemmon, CEAP, a private consultant
from Baltimore, covered SAP functions and
outlined costing methodology in terms of
time and provision of a variety of services.
LaMont Byrd, representing the Teamsters
Union, demonstrated the comprehensive
approach taken to the testing rules through
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bargaining agreements. Rick Buckley, expe-
rienced video producer and marketer, out-
lined marketing strategies for reaching small
business. (See ad on back cover of this issue
regarding Buckley Productions newest DOT
video, this one on SAP functions.)

Legal questions raised by the rules were
addressed by one of the chief authors of the
regulations, DOT Deputy Assistant Counsel
for Regulations and Enforcement Robert
Ashby. in an accomplished and humorous
manner, Ashby answered questions from the
floor and predicted that DOT's long-expect-
ed SAP brochure could be in the mail by the
end of April. He also released a letter, dated
February 16, 1995, that re-affirmed DOT's
strong support for face-to-face SAP assess-
ment and diagnostic evaluations. (See sum-
mary elsewhere on this page.)

The EAPA Executive Committee, after
evaluating the Legislative and Public Policy
Departments (L&PP) prototype DOT work-
shop, has asked the Education and Training
Committee to set up a plan that will help
EAPA chapters and regional groups initiate
additional workshops. Please contact Jim
Oher, Chair, Education and Training
Committee, 914-238-0607, or the EAPA
Resources Department, 703-522-6272, for
further information.

DOT Reaffirms Position on
Telephonic-Only Evaluations

DOT had explicitly stated its support for
some face-to-face SAP evaluations under
the DOT rules in an October 1994 letter to
EAPA. Subsequently, a company seeking
approval for telephonic-only assessment
and diagnostic interviews wanted to have
DOT reverse this opinion. After seeking
statements from members, EAPA wrote a let-
ter to DOT opposing the overturn of the ear-
lier position, noting that telephonic contact
could be used sometimes but face-to-face
interviews were essential.
On February 16, DOT reaffirmed its view

that telephonic interviews alone could not
substitute for SAP face-to-face diagnostic
interviews and evaluations. Citing EAPA's
and other professional groups' objections,
the department specifically asserted that it
"chooses to interpret our rules to mean that
SAP interviews are to be conducted face-

to-face. Consequently, an evaluation con-
sisting solely of contact by telephone, com-
puter, fax, correspondence, or other non-
face-to-face mechanisms is not permitted
under our rules." A copy of this letter is
available from the EAPA's L&PP
Department, 703-522-6272.

EAPA Includes Additional Rule in
Its Basic DOT Packet

Due to an oversight, a Final General Rule,
"Procedures for Transportation Workplace
Drug and Alcohol Testing Programs," Federal
Register, August 19, 1994, pages 42996-
43019, was omitted from EAPA's basic DOT
Packet. It has now been reproduced as
Addendum #1, and is being included in
packets currently being mailed.

This rule is important to those running
DOT testing programs and SAP operations
because it makes a series of minor amend-
ments to the general rule on drug and alco-
hol testing procedures. The most significant
of these changes are: "revising the initial test
cutoff level for marijuana metabolites,
changing split specimen collection proce-
dures to be consistent with those of the
Department of Health and Human Services,
revising the temperature range for urine drug
specimens, revising the drug testing custody
and control form, and modifying the alcohol
testing form, clarifying consortiums, deleting
a requirement for a second "air blank" after
alcohol confirmation tests, specifying proce-
dures related to the display of the sequential
number for alcohol tests, and clarifying
chain of custody requirements." If you did
not receive a copy of Addendum #1 as part
of your packet, or if you need it as a separate
item, please contact EAPA's Resource
Department, 703-522-6272.

Devices to Measure Breath
Alcohol List Updated

Relating to testing for alcohol use, the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion, first published a list of Conforming
Products for Evidential Breath Testing
Devices on November 5, 1973; this list has
been updated a number a times; the latest
revision appeared in the Federal Register of
March 16, 1995, pages 14320-22. ~~



The Complete ~iVhat You d~leed to Know about
the DOT Alcohol anc~ Drug Rules Series

Video I (42 minutes) -What You Need to
Know: Executive Briefing: Introduces
employers to their DOT-regulated responsi-
bilities through an interview with Donna
Smith, Ph.D., former Assistant Director of
the U.S. Department of Transportation,
under whose guidance the rules were
developed. Since the series was developed,
Dr. Smith, a leading expert on DOT regula-
tions, has left DOT to devote her time to
explaining the new regulations to corporate
audiences.

Additional materials:
• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees (See Charla
Parker's comments at the left to read
what a DOT official had to say about
the quality of this material.)

• Employer's Compliance Checklist

Cost of 3-piece package: $99.95

Video II (52 minutes) -What Supervisors
Need to Know about DOT Alcohol and
Drug Rules - Alcohol Supplement: The new
DOT regulations require a minimum of 60
minutes of alcohol training for all supervi-
sors of safety-sensitive employees. This
package meets all the education require-
ments. The video is divided into three parts:

(1) An overview of the rules by Donna
Smith, Ph.D.;

(2) Five action scenarios, based on types of
testing, to stimulate supervisor aware-
ness of what rules require;

(3) A presentation on the effects of low-level
alcohol use on job performance. (Many
EAPA members have said this presenta-
tion by Tamara Cagney is outstanding.)

Additional materials:
• 64-page Leader's Guide with sample

agreements and a certificate of partici-
pation.

• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees

Cost of 3-piece package: $179.95

Video III (60 minutes) - Whar
Supervisors Need to Know:
Information (a train-the-trainer pro-
gram): Highlights the most important
training elements required by DOT for
supervisors. Addresses general sub-
stance abuse program information nec-
essary for an effective substance abuse
program. Explains how not enforcing a
substance abuse policy jeopardizes the
company as well as public and
employee safety.

Video IV (60 minutes) -What Supervisors
Need to Know: Application: Features in-
depth training on how to handle employees
who appear to be under the influence of
alcohol or any of the five prohibited drugs.
Re-creates 11 case scenarios explaining
exactly how, when, and why to confront
employees, using the four steps of construc-
tive confrontation. Most trainers select the
4-5 most appropriate scenarios to do their
training. (Some EAPA members have said
these case scenarios make this the most
valuable video in the series.)

Additional materials:
• 60-page Leader's Training Guide
• 96-page Supervisor Training Manual,

which includes a binder, sample poli-
cies, and a certificate of completion

• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees

Cost of 5-piece package: $179

Video V (42 minutes) - What Safety-
Sensitive Employees and Drivers Need to
Know about the New DOT Testing Rules:
Covers the most commonly asked questions
about the alcohol and drug rules and
explains how to recognize alcohol and drug
abuse. Video has three parts:

(1) A brief review of DOT alcohol and drug
rules by Donna Smith, Ph.D.;
(2) An explanation of the impact of the new
alcohol testing rules in the workplace by
Tamara Cagney, CEAP;
(3) A presentation by safety expert Bruce
Wilkinson on the five prohibited drugs,
signs, and symptoms of drug abuse, and
why we need to keep our workplace drug
and alcohol free.

Additional materials:
• 10-page Instructor's Guide;
• 56-page What You Need to Know:
DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules
Handbook for Employees.

Cost of 3-piece package: $99.95

For more information, call EAPA, 703-
522-6272. To order, contact Buckley
Productions, 415-383-2009; (fax) 415-
383-5031.



SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONAL
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VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAM

Program includes a video and self-paced workbook.

Some of the areas covered:
♦ SAP Qualifications
♦ DOT Regulations Affecting SAPS
♦ SAP Program Implementation Process
♦ Testing Protocols
♦ Employee Record Confidentiality
♦ Assessment, Referral, Return-to-Duty, &Follow-Up
♦ Risk Management/Loss Control Issues
♦ Marketing of Services: Internal/External

For more information, contact: BPI /Buckley Productions, Inc.

102 E Blithedale Ave Mill Valley, CA 94941 phone 415.383.2009 fax 415.383.5031
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